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Problem
The general problem to which this study was directed was the effect
upon attitude and achievement of eighth, eleventh, and twelfth grade students, some of whom were underachievers themselves, tutoring other underachieving elementary school students.
In order to analyze this general problem, answers were sought to
the following questions:
1.

Will the tutors demonstrate greater improvement than pupils in

the control group in specific attitudinal and achievement areas?
2.

Will the tutors demonstrate greater improvement than the tutees

in specific attitudinal and achievement areas?
3.

Will the tutors who are underachieving at the outset of the

program demonstrate greater improvement than the tutors achieving on or
above grade level at the outset in specific attitudinal and achievement
areas?
4.

Will the tutees demonstrate significant improvement in specific

attitudinal and achievement areas?
This investigation was limited to the following attitudinal and
achievement areas:
1.

Attitude toward school

2.

Attitude toward teachers

3.

Attitude toward working with others

4.

Study habits

5.

Reading achievement

Design of the Study
Based upon ability, achievement, and attitude, thirty-four eighth,
eleventh, and twelfth grade students were chosen in matched pairs to
serve in the tutor group.

After receiving the regular high school

curriculum during the school day, seventeen of the tutor group were
salaried to serve as after-school tutors in two middle schools and two
elementary schools.

The remaining seventeen served as the control group.

The tutee group consisted of sixty-one students in grades three
through eight who were experiencing some type of academic difficulty.
The three evaluative instruments used on a pre- and post-test basis
for statistical analysis were: (1) Student Self-Evaluation of Study
Habits and Attitudes, (2) Teacher Evaluation of Student Study Habits
and Attitudes, and (3) Wide Ranot Achievement Test (vocabulary section).
The following three devices were used solely for descriptive purposes:
(I) Tutor Evaluation of the Tutorial Program, (2) Teacher Evaluation of
the Tutorial Program, and (3) Parent Evaluation of the Tutorial Program.

Methodology
The statistical procedure known as analysis of variance for correlated scores was used to statistically analyze changes in attitude and
achievement.

The comvuter program known as R043, a package designed at

the computer center at Western Kentucky University, was employed for
statistical analysis of the data.

Conclusions
The investigation statistically revealed that tutoring provided
significant gains in the following areas:

(I) tutee attitude toward

teachers based upon student self-evaluations, (2) tutee study habits
based upon teacher evaluations, and (3) tutee reading achievement.
From the three aforementioned instruments employed for descriptive
purposes, the following implications have been drawn:
1.

The possibility of utilization of a tutorial program as a

deterrent to excessive school absenteeism might be worthy of consideration.
2.

Both tutors and the tutees experienced a minimal increase in

the tendency toward dropping out of school.

Hbwever, this deterioration

in attitude may have been a result of: (a) the increasingly less-thandesirable quality of work exhibited by tutors and the master teacher in
one center, and (b) the majority of the post-testing being conducted
late in the school year when student attitudes quite naturally
deteriorate.
3.

It seems safe to assume that serving as a tutor often assists

youth in planning for the future.
4.

Tutoring assists youth in accepting responsibility more

effectively.

CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

Educators are becoming increasingly concerned with the undera
chievement of students at all levels of the educational proces
s.

The inability

of ,ztldents to reach acceptable levels of achievement is a univer
sal
problem of long duration.

One needs look no further than the average

classroom to determine that it contains a considerable
number of students
who are achieving below expectancy (what can be expect
ed of an individual).
Although it has been extensively used and voluminously researched,
the concept of underachievement is still ill-defined.

Allen suggested

that the reason appears to be that underachievers are so design
ated only
in terms of discrepancy between their predicted and earned
grades.

So

classified, the groups are too heterogeneous to be psychologica
lly
significant.

He contended that there are different types of achievers

and underachievers who need to be identified and different
educational
settings that need to be studied, if the concept of underachieve
ment is
to become fruitful in our thinking about students.
'Part of this lack
of achievement can be attributed to the teacher's inabil
ity to deal
successfully with the large number of students he is assigned.

Total

individualization of instruction is very difficult, if not imposs
ible.
1Dean A. Allen, "Underachievement Is Many-Sided,"
Personnel and
Journa 69 (March 1971): 529.
1

2
The proven difficulty of combatting underachievement is not just
the burden of administrators and teachers.

It carries implications

which call for the concern of guidance personnel as well, due to the
very fact that guidance counselors concern themselves with social,
emotional, and physical, as well as academic adjustment.

They must

concern themselves with the problem of underachievement which, by its
very nature, carries with it adjustment problems of a social and emotional nature.

q,ionificance of the Study
The determination of the consequences of the use of eighth, eleventh, and twelfth grade students as peer tutors for younger students
experiencing academic and attitudinal deficiencies would seem to be
exceedingly significant at this point in time when so much emphasis is
being placed upon underachievement.
three major areas:

Significance would seem to lie in

(I) a Potentially significant approach to a nation-

al, state, and local concern; (2) a potentially effective method of
Improving students' academic performance and personal development in
general; and (3) a potentially effective manner of economizing both
monies and time of students and teachers.
Underachievement, a National, State
and Local Concern
The major benchmark of success in school is a student's ability to
read.

The number of tasks to function effectively in a free society

which do not require at least minimal reading skills is practically nil.
Most writers would contend that the goal of education is to prepare a
child for worthwhile citizenship and a productive existence in our

3
society--this is extremely difficult to achieve without the ability to
read and comprehend.
Hill and Tolman commented on the reading crisis in stating that:
"Reading has moved from a national pastime to a national crisis."2
To further support the need for improvement in reading, Janowitz
stated that most failures coming to the attention of counselors, teachers,
psychologists, and the courts involve reading inability, just as most
failures begin in first and second grade.

She further stated that:

. . . only the most blatant are flunked.

Thousands of children are

'socially promoted' every year because the inner-city schools would never
dare to fail all nonachieving children.

This in effect amounts to a

majority of their students."3
That underachievement is a problem across the entire nation, as well
as state and local school systems, can be attested to in several other
ways.

Schwartz found from the Dyslexia Report of 1969 that, while eight

million school children require special reading remedies, one in twenty
are not promoted to the next grade due to reading deficiencies.

An even

more significant finding by Schwartz was the fact that thirty to fifty
percent of junior college students are in need of reading assistance.4
Lack of success for students is an increasing concern in Kentucky.
Englebright stated that twenty-eight percent of the ninth graders in

21-harles H. Hill and Rex Tolman, "Tutoring: An Inexpensive Alternative," 4.104,9f the Rodin(' 3rec,i4list 1) (Jctober 1970): 19.
3Gayle Janowitz, "Educational Roles for Volunteer Youth," Teachers
Collqp Record 68 (September 1971): 8.
4Ronald Schwartz, "Education's 'Moonshot' Malfunctions," Nation's
.;strIgls 37 (June 1970): 38; citing Dyslexia Report, Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare, August 1969.

4

Kentucky in 1972 were found to be reading two or more years below grade
leve1.5
The data on reading achievement in the 9wensboro, Kentucky school
system for the 1971-72 school year very aptly support a need for special
emphasis on underachievement.

Table 1 presents the percentage of stu-

dents reading one or more years below grade level for both system-wide
and Title I students.

These findings are presented in grade levels for

grades three through six, as well as the eighth grade.

TABLE 1*
READING ACHIEVEMENT FOR 1971-72 IN THE
OWENSBORO, KENTUCKY SCHOOL SYSTEM

Grade Level

3rd Year

4th Year

5th Year

6th Year

8th Year

System-Wide

47.72%

49.42%

45.51%

47.87%

58.13%

Title I

51%

61%

57%

60%

76%

*Congressional Survey, "Reading Achievement Survey," Owensboro
Independent School System, Owensboro, Kentucky, 1972. (Mimeographed.)

It is obvious, without question, that a critical problem exists.
Most assuredly, no rebuttal can be offered to the argument that one of
the nation's greatest concerns today should be that of seeking a solution to the problem of limited success in the field of education.

Potentially Effective Method of Imyroving Students'
Academic Performance and Personal Development
For the last several years educators have searched diligently for
5Curtis Englebright, "Determining
Instructional Levels of
Students at the Middle School Level," speech presented to middle school
teachers of the Owensboro Independent School System, Owensboro, Kentucky,
29 August 1973.

5
a weapan to use in the ever-increasing battle of underachievement.

But

this search has apparently been to no avail.
Hill and Tolman commented on the attempted remedies to the widespread reading deficiency.

They remind educators that:

"The nation and

the schools have, in the last two tension-ridden decades, been washed
repeatedly by vindictives against methods of teaching reading and waves
of panacea proclaiming fads.

With massive financial aid, the federal

government has spurred numerous compensatory, experimental, and remedial
"6
programs.

Nualerous studies have found that, despite this implementa-

tion of the newest and most elaborate reading programs, the rate of in7
structional success has not been significantly increased.
Janowitz made some rather profound inferences about the current
status of education for the less successful student.

She stated:

Present approaches aimed at improving . . . education, involving
higher teacher salaries, lower class size, and piecemeal federal
programs which are often merely an extension of the regular program, are not working. There is no evidence that the traditional
in-school programs are effective either in teaching basic skills
or in developing a sense of self-respect and self-esteem. Only
massive input of labor power cAn help children who are now failing
early in their school careers.'
The authorities agree that a low achiever usually possesses a depressed self-image.

He sees little worth in himself, as well as in the

entire educational process itself.

Janowitz found that the self-images

of students improved along with academic progress through the use of
volunteers.

She stated:

"Teachers supportive of volunteer efforts say

that it is not only the academic progress which is real and measurable,

61flll and Tolman, p. 19.
I.
Teacher Variable in the Teaching of
A. Steryl Artley,
Reading," Tle Readialp Tqacyer 23 (December 1969): 239-48.
7

8Janowitz, p. 81.

6
but more impressive, the confidence that children seem to gain from
9
extra help by someone outside the classroom."
If the massive attempts of educators in recent years to upgrade
basic skills have been fruitless, the answer must be sought elsewhere.
It is likely that Janowitz was alluding to an alternative when she advocated a "massive input of labor," because she further expressed support of volunteer service in schools.1

if volunteers can be an asset

to an educational program, it naturally follows that a quite feasible
alternative might be that of another form of volunteer service, youngsters
tutoring fellow students.
Potentially Effective Manner of Economizing Both
Monies and Time of Students and Teachers
Public school educators have often contended that a prerequisite to
the solution of problems faced by educators is increased financial
assistance.

Support of this contention can be found in the use of ESEA

Title I funds for remedial and enrichment programs.
In reference to providing for the needs of the disadvantaged and
other special groups, the HOnorable Senator Javits from New York advocated increased funding.

He stated:

. . . even these problems can be solved. The enactment of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act in the spring of 1965 illustrate, that the "impossible" can be overcome. But it can not be
overcome with rhetoric or well-written formulations which do not
involve the spending of money.
While money is assuredly not the whole answer, the fact remains
that there is no cheap ticket to educational excellence, no discount fare to the future.11

9 Tbid., op. 81-82.
10Ibid.
11

Jacob K. Javits, "No Discount Fare to the Future," Today's
Eduction 61 (November 1972): 26.

7
Many educators agree with Javits that the problems of public education can not be combatted without increasing financial investment to
hire additional personnel and to purchase better materials.
In times such as these when the cost of education is escalating so
rapidly and the citizenry is unwilling to assume greater tax burdens, it
seems logical to assume that educators must seek some alternative other
than increased funding to problems such as underachievement of students.
In discussing cost-effectiveness of various teaching methods, Grayson
stated:

"The question should be . . . whether the achievement will in-

crease more if the same amount of money is spent on other alternatives
1

"2
•

4

One such possibility in overcoming the stifled achievement

currently being experienced by public school students seems to be that of
students tutoring other students.
The economic potential of such use of students seems evident in
terms of money, as well as student achievement.

Research evidence seems

to indicate the inherent benefits of tutorial services, not only to increasing academic achievement of students, but also to their improved
personal development.

Further, the limited research evidence seems to

suggest that teachers can serve more students more effectively through
the use of student tutors.

Therefore, an alternative to the problem of

underachievement which seems to have considerable potential is that of
student tutors, as it approaches the problem in a manner which would
more effectively utilize present financial resources and produce significant imorovement in student achievement.
12Lawrence P.
Grayson, "Costs, Benefits, Effectiveness: Challenge to Educational Technology," E04qAtion Di9est 38 (September 1972):
6.

8
In brief, this study is significant in that underachievement is a
recognized problem.

Further, it is significant in that tutoring seems

to have potential for improving achievement and attitudes of students by
means which do not necessitate excessive financial investment, but which
make more effective use of teacher and student time.
Rationale
As one examines the literature on how children learn or fail to
learn, several important factors emerge, forming a pattern to serve as
the rationale undergirding this study.
1.

Among these are:

Most children appear to be capable of learning at a level

higher than they attain.
2.

Children can often stimulate other children effectively.

3.

Children usually communicate more effectively with other chil-

dren than do adults with children.
4. Chronic underachievement carries correlative less-than-desirable
attitudes toward the educational process.
5.

Sharing what one has learned or the application of what one has

learned is a critical factor in learning.
6.

Recognition and reward are critical factors in learning.

7.

The feeling of having worth and importance contributes to the

learning process.
8.

Self-confidence in one's awn ability to learn is a crucial

factor in learning.
9.

In attempting to help another, the helper is likely to develop

resources which will benefit himself.
11.

Students tutoring students makes possible a massive attack on a

basic problem where a shortage of trained personnel exists.

9
The relationships of the above factors to this study are apparent
th.. rationale behind the use of student tutors is predicated upon

whit

trio above factors.

This rationale is also supported by the findings of

Garlock, and Colella in a project involving high school volunteer
tutors and elementary underachievers.

Bell, Garlock, and Colella con-

cluded from the results of a auestionnaire administered to teachers of
the tutees that the tutees demonstrated considerable academic improvement as well as more positive attitudes soward school and their stuBut they further discovered that the most obvious and immediate

dies.

impact of the study was on the tutors.

The writers attributed rein-

forced qualities of self-reliance and self-confidence to participation
13
in the experiment.
Squires reported some significant results from a study using high
school freshmen, identified as having some academic deficiency, tutoring underachievers.

He drew some important conclusions which support

the rationale for this study.

He stated:

Advantages for the tutor included:
Becoming aware and tolerant of individual differences.
Building a positive self-image because he or she is a "teacher."
Through in-service training sessions, becoming more aware of
himself and his own personal "hang-ups" when it comes to
dealing with people.
Becoming knowledgeable of the importance of budgeting time.
The ability to deal wisely when it comes to budgeting money.
Advantages to the tutee included:
A positive attitude toward older boys and girls.
An opportunity for self-expression.
An opportunity to work at his own level without the pressure of
grade level standards.
1

1Stanley E. Bell, Norene L. Garlock, and Sam L. Colella,
"Students as Tutors: High Schoolers Aid Elementary Pupils," Clearina
Hoyse 45 (December 1969): 242-44.

10
A feeling of being individually worth more because he has his
own teacher.
The prestige of being uniquely involved in something which is a
positive and pleasant deviation from "school." 4
Anderson also supported the rationale as she stated: "The role of
a respected and admired model seems to move the high school student to
use ingenious and imaginative ways of improving his own basic communication skills."15

She further found that some students gained a greater

understanding of the problems encountered by teachers in educating under16
motivated and culturally deprived children.
Chronic lack of academic success in most cases results in illadapted attitudes.

A child who constantly fails to find success in the

classroom will soon lose all hope.

This will only nourish his maladaptive

attitude as it continues to grow and develop.

If one accepts this as

possible, he must also search for some remedy to the growing problem.
Low achieving students demonstrating attitudinal deficiencies often
have difficulty identifying with a teacher due to a lack of trust for
teachers.

Geiser perceived the child's distrust of teachers partially

as resulting from the child's having played a role "as a passive recipient of what the adult has to give.e17

He further stated:

In the past, for abused and neglected children, this has meant being
victims of unpredictable whims of immature, depriving, and sometimes
14
Edmond R. Squires, "Youth Tutoring Youth," ,W112e1 and
Community 57 (April 1971): 21.
15Jean P.
Anderson, "Reading and Writing Can Be Fun for the
Underachiever!" Enolish Jourlal 59 (November 1970): 1119.
16Ibid., p. 1121.
17Robert L.
Geiser, "Some of Our Worst Students Teach!"
Catholic schotd Aturoal 69 (June 1969): 20.
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brutal adults. Many "learning" problems stem not from disruptions
of the learning process, but from negative attitudes and emotions
which prevent the learning process from ever getting under way.
Making the student the active teacOgr is sometimes enough to start
the learning process moving again.i°
Unwholesome attitudes in young male students are often the product
of a deficiency in models in their environment.
figures in their homes.

Many have no masculine

Dahlem, along with Hogan and Green, found a

strong asset to a child's personality to be that of providing this much'
2°
needed masculine image in the life of the child.19

A considerable

number of classroom teachers are females, which again deprives children
of masculine images.

For these reasons, the tutorial program could be

extremely beneficial if it provides this basic need for a male model.
The first inclination for many educators is to react negatively to
the suggestion of using underachievers as tutors for younger students.
Actually, some factors in their background and personality make the less
successful student a greater asset in a tutoring situation than better
students or even professionals.

One important factor is that the diffi-

culties which plague the youngster being tutored are not foreign to the
underachieving tutor.

As a result, Stauffer and Groff contend that the

child who has had some trouble learning is often more sympathetic with a
21
tutee than a child who learns easily.

18Ibid.
19Glenn G. Dahlem, "The High School Student as an Elementary
Teacher Aide," .:,ztag_l_eiDAS.91._k_enurrit_x 57 (November 1970): 46.
20Ermon 0. Hogan and Robert L. Green, "Can Teachers Modify
Children's Self-Concepts?' T acher's Collet:le Record 72 (February 1971):
425.
21Russell G. Stauffer and Patrick Groff, "Should You Use Pupil
Tutors?' The Instructor 77 (August/September 1967): 35.
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Perhaps the type of underachiever most readily recognized by educators is the culturally disadvantaged child.

In the past, disadvantaged

children have been unable to effectively compete with middle class children.

According to Cairns, their lack of success is due to the fact

that culturally disadvantaged children generally demonstrate less potential for acquiring basic educational skills and consequently achieve less
academically.

He pointed up the fact that the inner-city child, whose

basic skills are often less advanced, drops further behind as he grows
older.

Cairns further stated%

". . . few programs are directed toward

changing the basic attitudes and academic skills of high school pupils
who have a history of underachievement."22
Another obvious advantage in favor of the child who is tutored by a
fellow underachiever is that of more effective communication between two
students.

In attempting to communicate with a middle-class teacher,

which the majority of them are, the disadvantaged child is just that-at a disadvantage.

There is a communications gap between the middle-

class teacher and his underachieving student.

Norris and Wantland per-

ceived the underachieving tutor as the solution to that problem.
stated:

They

"The little boy, who had a low I. Q., understood his[tutor's]

'lingo' when told he must concentrate and learn to read."23

It would

follow, then, that an underachiever would probably be very effective in
working with a fellow underachiever.
22George F. Cairns, Jr.,
Evalution of the Ywth-Tutorina-Youth
Project. Summer. 1971 (Washington, D. C.: Government Printing Office,
ERIC Document Reproduction Service, ED 064 455, 1971), p. 1.
23Robert R. Norris
and Phyllis J. Wantland, "Big Brothers and
Sisters Assist Readers," Schpo; tod Cognunity 58 (February 1972): 8.
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A survey of the literature and studies done

n the area of youth

tuto:Ang is a partial method of determining the aforementioned criteria.
ire employment of students tutoring each other would seem to be a quite
practical method of accomolishing the criteria in facing the challenge of
underachievement.

Therefore, if this is true, it can be tested by a conThis, in turn, then leads to the purpose of the stu-

trolled experiment.

dy stated in the following section.
Purpose of the Stucht
The purpose of this study was to determine the effect of a youthtutoring-youth program upon the reading achievement and attitudes of
eighth, eleventh, and twelfth grade tutors and underachieving elementary
tutees in grades three through eight.
Objectives of the Stuck
1.

To determine the effect of a youth-tutoring-youth program upon the
attitudes and achievement of eighth, eleventh, and twelfth graders,
some of whom were underachievers, when they acted as tutors for
underachieving elementary school students in grades three through
eight.

2.

To determine the effect that being tutored by eighth, eleventh, and
twelfth graders had upon the attitudes and achievement of elementary school students in grades three through eight.

3.

To establish a tutor-tutee program which could serve as a model for
instituting other tutor-tutee programs in the Owensboro, Kentucky
School System.

14
ttent of the Prpbje
Educators are confronted daily with the extremely difficult task of
upgrading the skills of an increasing number of underachievers.

As pre-

viously stated, this difficulty may be largely due to the student load
teachers often have today.

Consequently, because of an unusually large

number of students, most teachers do not have enough time to assist
children—regardless of ability level—to develop their potential.

Thus,

it appears that learning is constantly losing ground to the problem of
underachievement.
Present conditions indicate that one method of attack on the problem
of underachievement may be to assure that youngsters receive more individual attention.

A promising approach seems to be that of allowing

youngsters to teach each other.

This idea seems to be educationally

sound as well as financially feasible.
Some research studies of student tutoring report statistical findings
which indicate impressive progress for both tutors and tutees.
have compiled no substantial data.

Others

Yet, nearly all studies dealing with

youth-tutoring-youth describe casual observations which may be statistically unreliable but which point to success for tutors as well as tutees.
Several researchers encourage further investigation into the feasibility
of such a plan in other settings, under differing conditions, using different methods.
The specific problem investigated in this study was the effect of
eighth, eleventh, and twelfth grade students, some of whom were underechievers, tutoring underachieving elementary school students in grades
three through eight upon attitude and achievement for both groups.

15
This investigation was limited to the following attitudinal ind
achievement areas:
1.

Attitude toward school

2.

Attitude toward teachers

3.

Study habits

4.

Attitude toward working with others

5.

Reading achievement

The following related questions were explored:
1.

Does serving as a tutor assist one in planning for the future?

2.

Does a tutoring program help to alter tendencies of participants
toward dropping out of school?

3.

Are middle school and high school students better able to accept
responsibility after working as tutors?

4.

Does participation in a tutorial program decrease absenteeism
from school for tutors and tutees?

Limitattont_pf the StUv
This study did not include a tutee control group because it would
have excluded a large number of students who were in need of the services
of the tutorial program.
A further limitation of this study was the development of the instrument that was used to determine the change in attitude of the respondents.
This instrument was a composite of selected items from three other validated attitudinal survey instruments.

The composite instrument was sub-

mitted to a panel of experts in the field of attitudinal survey instruments
for examination and recommendations.
into the instrument that was used.
instrument.

Their suggestions were incorporated

No atteept was male to field test the

lo
An additional limitation of this study was that of considering the
attitudes and achievement of tutors and tutees only in selected grade
levels.
Generalizations of the findings cannot be made except within the
framework of these limitations.
The definition of terms used in the study presents certain limitations.

As used in the study, the terms are defined as follows:
Tutor--A student who teaches or instructs a younger student
Tutee7-A student who is taught or instructed by an older student

Underachiever—A student who has average or above-average intelligence as measured by an intelligence test but is performing below
grade level on achievement tests and below teacher expectancy
according to his intellectual ability
Achievement--Expected level of performance as measured by a
standardized achievement test
Asliaux--A student who has average or above-average intelligence
as measured by an intelligence test and is performing at or above
grade level on achievement tests and at or above teacher expectancy
for him according to his intellectual ability

Summau
This chapter has presented the significance of the study; the theoretical rationale of the s'Aady; purpose; general objectives of the study;
and the specific problem, to evaluate the effect of a youth-tutoringyouth program upon the attitude and achievement of both tutors and tutees.
Limitations and definitions of terms are discussed.

CHAPTER IT

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

Historical Persoectivu
The basic principle of man helping his fellow man has its roots in
the early Christian era.

It could be found with Dorcas, the Biblical

seamstress; the Big Brother organization; Boys Clubs; the United Way;
and our national alliances.

Helping one another has influenced our be-

Tutoring has been and is simply another type of

havior in many aspects.
helping situation.

Although monitorial systems have been alluded to in the past,
present-day approaches are quite variant from their predecessors.

Never-

theless, similar practices and underlying principles may serve as models
for establishing programs which have as their primary objective the
facilitation of learning.
Boyd wrote of one such historical development in France during the
Restoration instituted primarily for the monetary advantages attributed
to it.

He stated:

.

. the monitorial method of mutual instruction

was borrowed from England . . . and employed for its cheapness."24
Mention has been made of current concern for reading deficiencies
in the present student population.

The same concern in Tudor England was

24William Boyd, The lUstory o Western Education, 6th ed.
(London: Adam 8 Charles Black, 1952), p. 361.
17

18
described by Charlton as the major point of emphasis for tutoring.

He

stated: "By the end of the century, most grammar schools of any size
would have [a tutor] at least adept enough to teach the simple elementary skills giving special attention to reading.

More attention was

being given to the Three R's with arithmetic not yet receiving as much
25
attention as the other two."

Charlton described the schools as having

a master and a tutor, then referred to as an usher.26

With the limited

literature which was certain to have existed four centuries ago in England, if progress in reading was worthy enough oi concern to make it a
major point of emphasis in tutoring then, with the vast array of literature available in our time, should reading not be vested with at least
equal imnortance?
Another basic principle of education in general and of tutoring in
particular, that of individualizing instruction, has its origin in the
annals of history.

Cubberly wrote that the importance of "individual

27
treatment"
was one of the essentials of Montessori's approach to the
training of mentally-deficient children, which she had also used with
28
the normal child.
Boyd considered Montessori's theory a lasting contribution to education.

Montessori's system of education, he stated:

It
•

•

. has exer-

cised a widespread influence, directly through the apparatus and indi-

25Kenneth Charlton, Education in_Rennaissance Enoland (London:
Routledge and Kegan Paul, 065), p.
26Ib1d., pp.
11)5-P6.
27Elwood P.
Cubberly, Pubic Educativ in the qpited StAtqs
(New York: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1934), p. 46').
28Ibid.

19
rectly by the demonstration of the practicability of educating large
numbers of children as individuals by means of a series of properly
29
graded activities."

He further stated:

"This has been an enduring

30
contribution to educational theory and practice."
Mark H. Curtis described the extent of the responsibilities of the
tutor for his pupils during the seventeenth century.

He noted that in

the seventeenth century the tutor was the product of an economic and
social compromise by the schools.

His job was not only a demanding cne

with responsibilities to his college, but also a complex one with responsibilities to his pupils as well as to their parents.

Thus, the tutor of

the past functioned in a manner which exceeds the role usually associated
with today's teacher.

The tutor was, according to Curtis, even as late

as 1850 the least expensive option of the gentry for educating their
children, and his work was successful enough that the children were able
to effectively engender acceptance into the prevailing social system.
Throughout the years the tutorial method has received acceptance to the
31
extent that it has survived in spite of its changes from era to era.
Cubberly reported that one of the earliest published accounts of an
educational orogram utilizing tutors was written by bell (1797).

Or.

Bell, a minister in the Church of England, described the method he had
devised of using monitors in an orphanage in Madras, India.32
29Boyd, p. 414.
30Ibid., p. 415.
3IMark H. Curtis, Oxford and Ca:TO/ridge in Transittpn, k558
York: Oxford University Press, 1959), 0. 79.

Ilia (New

32
Cubberly, p. 132.

-

20
According to Boyd, in 1798, which would have been about the same
time as Bell's program, Lancaster hit upon the monitorial method independently of Bell.

Lancaster, a youth only twenty years old, opened a

school for underprivileged children in London with a hundred pupils.

By

sending those pupils who had learned a little to teach it to those less
knowledgeable than themselves, he soon Increased his enrollment to a
33
thousand.
The differences in practice between the systems of Bell and Lancaster were found by S. J. Curtis to be "comparatively slight."34
further stated:

Curtis

"Both made use of the 'factory' idea in their attempt

to instruct large masses of children
35
the taint of cheapness."

. . , and both were affected by

Thus, the economic assets of a tutorial pro-

gram were recognized as early as the days of Lancaster and Bell.
The idea, broadly accepted from the start, was introduced into the
United States in New York City with the opening of the first Lancasterian
School in 1806.

The tutorial method reached Kentucky by 1829, when the

Lancasterian School was established in Louisville.36
Brickman commended the monitorial approach for its monetary feasibility and for its provision of conclusive evidence that private enterprise can facilitate public education.

He wrote:

For at least four to five decades this procedure for the education
of many children at a trifling cost constituted a step toward universal education. As a private experimental venture, it showed,
33Boyd, p. 306.
34
S. J. Curtis, ig.s;prv of Education in Great Bri4in, 5th ed.
(London: University Tutorial Press Ltd., 1948), D. 207.
35Ibid.
36
Cubberly,

D.

132.
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n under public control
by contrast, that better forms of educatio
the history of America
were possible. As in other instances in
to the public schools.
wry
the
education, private effort showed
the monitorial system was
A less charitable and differing view of
r views of educational doctrines.
posited by Burgess and Borrowman in thei
They maintained that:
or monitorial movement was
Among other novel plans the Lancasterian
use it could train large
beca
soon to enjoy a modest vogue, largely
inct virtue . . . But in
numbers of students inexpensively, a dist
the "individual difider
addition to the system's failure to cons
gy pays such careful
holo
ferences" to which modern educational psyc
r counts. First,
othe
two
attention, monitorial learning failed on
lower classes,"
"the
n
trai
it bore the stigma of being devised to
and great social
doms
won free
and now Americans with their freshly
ort to class
supp
d
aine
mobility were little inclined to lend sust
education, however low the cost.38
n upon the monitorial
From the reflections of Burgess and Borrowma
historical form of tutoring
system, it would seem apparent that this
in its failure to be viewed
possessed certain qualities which resulted
field of education.
with universal acceptance by the entire

Yet, at the

positive aspects of this educasame time, the two expressed some very
tional innovation.
ems of Lancaster and Bell
A olan similar to the monitorial syst
d by S. J. Curtis. Curtis stated
instituted by Robert Raikes was describe
then sent him to teach a fellow
that Raikes taught a prisoner to read and
scheme a bit further, Raikes later
prisoner. In carrying his monitorial
into his Sunday School.
introduced a kind of monitorial approach

The

37 William W. Brickman, Eductional Systems in the United States
in Education, Inc., 1964),
(New York: The Center for Applied Research
p. 9.
38Charles Burgess and Merle L. Borrowman, What Doctrines to
, and Company, 1969), p. 12.
Embrace (Glenview, Illinois: Scott, Foresman
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growth of both public and private schvols, there was a decline in the use
of tutors.

However, lately there is a revival in tutoring.

Instead of

prevalence among the wealthy, it is becoming prevalent among the underprivileged.

Instead of representing an abwIdance of money, today the

free tutoring in the ghetto, while it represents status for the children,
also represents the conviction that until conditions change, constructive
arAion can be taken within substandard conditions to bring about growth.
This concept repreeents a viable solution to an urgent situation.41
Using the non-professional in the education of youngsters Hoes not
necessitate the investment of large sums of money into expensive materials,
additional rooms, or hiring highly trained specialists.
programs use volunteers.

In fact, many

Authoritative sources have advocated the use

42,43,44, ,46,47
of parents,
45
college undergraouates,48,49 students from
41Delores
Warner, "The Tutor-Taught: Individualizing Reading Instruction," Journal of the Readina Specialist 10 (October 1970): 24.
42Sheldon Cohen and
Eric Hirschfeld, "Use of Volunteers in a
School for Emotionally Disturbed Children," Exceptional Children 34
(Summer 1968): 757-59.
43
Gabriel Della-Pianna, "Parents and Reading Achievement: a
Review of Research," Elementary Enollsh 44 (February 1968): 190.
44Sister
Gerald Lausinger, "Mothers as Teaching Aides--Yes,
Indeed!" Catholic School Journal 78 (September 1968): 50.
45
J. N. Miller, "Robert Finds a Friend:
PTA Magazine 60 (October 1967): 4.

Teacher-Mom Programs,"

46
Victor A. Reing and George T. Donahue, "Teacher-Moms Help
Emotionally Disturbed Puoils," Nations Schools 78 (September 1966):
41Tutoring:
11-15.

50.

It Works," Reading Newsreport 5 (February 1971):

Louis H. Falik and Sandra Wexler, "The Tutorial Program:
What Kind of Answer to the Problems of Academic Deficiency in the Urban
Minority-Group Community?" Urban Education 5 (January 1971): 357-77.
49H111
and Tolman, on. 19-23.

24
56 57 58
50 51 52 53 54 55 "
and interested adults from the
"
"
higher grades, '
59,60,61,62,63
community.

50Melvyn Gross, "Teacher's 'Big' Helper," School Activtties 39
(March 1968): 20-21.
51Be1l, Garlock, and Colella, pp. 242-44.
52Jane E. Porter, "'Project Promise' Recruiting High School Students for Teaching in City Schools," Elementary Enalish 47 (March 1971):
336-340.
53
Madeline Gabron and Robert Lawler, "Ninth Graders Teach First
Graders," The Independent School Bulletin 31 (October 1971): 39-43.
"Sister Mary Luke, "Project Tutoring--It Worked!" Catholic
(April 1966): 64-65.

ah291_22aall 66

55Elizabeth J. Wright, "Upper-Graders Learn by Teaching," Ihl
Instructor 75 (October 1965): 102-103.
56Mozetta Moon and Doris Wilson, "Teacher-Counselor Cooperation:
Building Self-Concepts and Confidence in Children," The School_ Counselor
17 (May 1970): 364-66.
57Reginal L. Jones, Marcia Marcotte, and Karen Markham, "Modifying
Perceptions of Trainable Mental Retardates," ZasitiajarakSljakta 34
(January 1968): 309-315.
58Cynthia Johnson, "Buddy Reading in Kansas," The Readinsk Tmcher
25 (January 1972): 353.
59Stauffer and Groff, p. 35.
60James P. Shaver and Dee Nuhn, "The Effectiveness of Tutoring
Underachievers in Reading and Writing," The Journal of Educational
Research 65 (November 1971): 107-112.
610. G. Ellson, Phillip Harris, and Larry Barber, "A Field Test
*_gitug_aragi,Egbjagaigax
of Programmed and Directed Tutoring," at R
307-67.
1968):
(Spring
3
62Harris E. Karowe, "Hbw Volunteers Help Disadvantaged Children,"
Children 14 (July 1967): 151-55.
"Ruth P. Klebaner, "School Volunteers:
tion Diciest 33 (October 1967): 51-53.

A New Challenge," Educa-

25
Gartner, Kohler, and Frank Reissman reported on the cross-cultural
experimentation which has been and is being conducted with the childrenteach-children concept.
program:

They found various derivatives of this type of

in the Soviet Union, where one class of pupils adopts another

class; in Britain, where increasing numbers of infant schools and junior
schools are applying the idea of "family grouping"; and in Cuba, where
the Each One Teach One approach is being used.64
Studies Supportive of Tutoring
as an Aid to Achievement
It is evident from the findings of numerous studies that, contrary
to popular belief, in order to successfully assist a fellow student in
the learning process, one does not necessarily have to possess intellectual superiority and prior academic success.

In fact, some of the

most successful tutorial programs have utilized underachievers, potential
dropouts, and youngsters demonstrating disruptive behavior in the classroom.
The most comprehensive program to have employed youthful tutors has
been the Mobilization for Youth (MFY) program which was part of the New
York City antipoverty program.

This program involved high school stu-

dents tutoring elementary school children.

At the outset, twenty-two

percent of the tenth- and eleventh-grade tutors were reading below the
eighth grade level.

Its educational, sociological, and psychological

characteristics were examined by Robert D. Cloward in his Studies Jr
Tutorino.

His investigation was carried out between November 4, 1963,

"Alan Gartner, Mary C. Kohler, and Frank Reissman, "Every Child
a Teacher," Childhood Educatioq 48 (October 1971): 12.

26
and June 5, 1964.

His studies dealt with effects of the differing tuto-

rial treatments on the students, as well as their high school tutors.
Some pupils attended the program for two four-hour sessions per week
and some participated once a week for two hours.

The median four-hour

pupil received ninety-two hours of tutoring, while the median two-hour
pupil received only half as much, forty-six hours.
Tutee reading achievement in Cloward's investigations was evaluated
with pre- and post-tests using the New York Test of Growth in Reading,
Isvel C. Forma.

The four-hour pupil demonstrated an average of six

months' reading improvement in a period of five months, while the control pupils only experienced a three and a half months' gain during the
same period.

In a manner likened to that of the four-hour group, the

two-hour group gained five months in reading in the five-month period.
The control group continued to experience increased retardation while
the four-hour group not only checked their retardation but also began
to catch up.
Cloward also measured tutor reading achievement on a pre- and posttest basis.

The

a_j_ilo.L.;.'Era,..aisilaasJ

ts.L. was utilized to measure speci-

fic reading skills and verbal aptitude was measured by the Quick Word
Test.

The experimental group showed a mean growth of 3.4 years as

compared with 1.7 years for the control group.

The experimental group

of tutors demonstrated twice as much imorovement as the control subjects.
Cloward's studies indicated that the major impact of the tutorial
venture was on the tutors themselves.

He attributed the success of the

tutors in the program to the newly-discovered pride in assuming the role
of a teacher by youngsters who, heretofore, had experienced ridicule and

27
humiliation in the classroom.

Cloward asserted that:

"The average high

school student can learn to be a tutor."65
Lane, Pollack, and Sher investigated tutoring designed to assist
youngsters in seeking strategies which would cause them to improve their
inadequate, usually unrealistic, self-images.

Their project was developed

at Maimonides Community Health Center in Brooklyn with credible results.
Eight adolescents who reportedly displayed maladaptive behavior and were
reading below grade level were used as the tutors.

They served as read-

ing tutors to eight younger students, third and fourth graders, poor or
nonreaders from neighboring elementary schools.
were patients at the community health center.

The younger students
In spite of the fact that

the older students in the project by Lane, Pollack, and Sher were themselves reading below grade level, they were successfully trained in a programmed phonic-linguistic reading approach which incorporated the teaching of reading, writing, and spelling.

Each disruptive adolescent tutor

was assigned a poor-reading third or fourth grade boy who had been sent
to the center for treatment of learning and behavior problems.
The investigations by Lane and his associates produced significant
results.

The tutees showed a mean reading gain of fourteen months.

A

mean reading gain of fourteen months in a seven-month period would be
considered significant when produced by professionals; therefore, it
certainly could be considered worthy of recognition for students who had
failed to learn to read in their first two or three years of school.
Brought about by adolescents with problems who themselves were under65
Robert D. Cloward, "Studies in Tutoring," The journal od
Ez2gLitlir_IltaEducatiort 34 (Fall 1967): 14-25.
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achievers, Lane and his associates attributed the outstanding growth in
reading, in part, to the positive nature of the one-to-one relationships
of the tutors to their tutees.
The researchers described the nineteen-month reading growth experienced by the tutors as ". . . phenomenal and a serendipitous gain since
they were not being taught reading on their awn level other than their
usual program at school--in which they had done poorly..66

Apparently,

while teaching the "youngers" phonic analysis and synthesis, they themselves simultaneously learned a new skill.
Likewise, Hassinger and Via (1969) reported on a tutorial program
using a similar caliber of tutor personnel.

This pilot project, during

the summer of 1967 in Los Angeles County, had one hundred high-schoolage tutors working on a one-to-one basis for a six-week period with
fourth-, fifth-, and sixth-grade students in two-hour blocks.
ments for employment of the high school tutors were:

Require-

the family income

fell below the poverty line, two or three years below grade level in
reading, and/or two or more "D" or "F" grades, and poor school attendance.

Hired also were dropouts and graduates who were unemployed.

The

elementary school tutees were also experiencing reading deficiencies.
The project by Hassinger and Via demonstrated some positive returns.
The mean gain in reading scores for the entire tutor group after six
weeks of participation was eight months.

Although his reading progress

was not as great as that of the tutor, the elementary school tutee made
reasonable gains.

The mean growth for the six-week period for all

66Patrick
Lane, Cecelia Pollack, and Norman Sher, "Remotivation of
Disruptive Adolescents," Journal
15 (February 1972): 353.
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tutors was 4.6 months.

Hassinger and Via declared their gains to be

supportive of popular hypotheses concerning proposed tutor progress
which is found to be far superior to that of their tutees.°
A similar study initiated by Landrum and Martin produced outstanding gains.

This Los Angeles County Schools project which opened during

the summer of 1967, like the six previously cited projects, employed low
achievers from low-income families who were also dropouts or dropout
prone.

Cases were described ot individuals demonstrating significant

decreases in absenteeism frclr school, tremendous improvement of attitude
toward self and school, and completion of high school by individuals who
were formerly potential dropouts.
The Los Angeles County program consistently experienced greater
gains in reading achievement scores than were expected.

Table 2 illus-

trates the gains of tutors and tutees during both summers of the program.

TABLE 2*
GAINS IN READING GRADE PLACEMENT SCORES
DURING A SIX-WEEK ONE-TO-ONE TUTORIAL
PROGRAM

Tutees

Tutors

Months
Gain

Months
Gain
YAWI•

Summer 1967
Summer 1968

69
343

a
8.5

78
686

4.6
4.8

*John W. Landrum and Mary D. Martin, "When Students Teach Others,"
Umisillaaa_Luglahia 27 (February 197')): 446-48.
67
Jack Hassinger and Murray Via, "How Much Does a Tutor Learn
Through Teaching Reading?" Igualial_agegadarv Education 44 (January
1969): 42-44.
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McWhorter and Levy investigated the premise that reading competency
can be achieved by teaching reading in their tutorial program established in 1969 in Buffalo, New York.

The rationale of this study focused

upon the fact that students with reading problems often have a negative
attitude toward the reading process.

Further, students with reading

problems often have low self-concepts and possess little faith in their
own ability to improve.
The tutors in the project by McWhorter and Levy were high school
graduates enrolled at a Cooperative College Center but not yet in college.
They possessed reading deficiencies prior to involvement in the tutorial
situation.

The tutors demonstrated greater gains in reading skill than

their tutees as measured by pre- and post-test forms of an Informal Reading Inventory and Durkin's Phonics Test for Teachers.

During the first

semester, an average gain of 2.4 years in instructional level was found
in the tutors.

For the second semester, the tutors showed an average

gain of 1.1 years.

If the expected gain for a four-month period from a

pattern of regular growth without special instruction is .4 years, then
the tutors gained nearly six times (during the first semester) and three
times (during the second semester) the normal expectancy.
The tutee progress of the McWhorter and Levy project, though it was
not as great as that of the tutors, is still worthy of consideration.
In addition to the Temple University Word Recognition Test, the Informal
Reading Inventory also served as the evaluative instrument for the tutees on

3

pre- and post-test basis.

During the first semester, the tu-

tees experienced an average gain of 1.1 years in instructional level.
During the second semester, they demonstrated the same gain of 1.1 years.
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Though the children had not been previously achieving to the expected
level, the expected gain for a four-month oeriod could be considered to
be .4 years.

If this is accepted, the children gained 2.7 times the

normal expectancy.68
McWhorter and Levy found the benefits of the tutorial program to be
greater for the tutors than for their tutees as they stated: ". . . the
most significant result of the tutoring program is the improvement in
the tutor's reading ability, which improved as much or more than that of
69
the children who were tutored."
One program which shifted the emphasis to the process of socialization among the older children and assistance to the younger children was
conducted in Detroit, Michigan.
gated the effect of maki

Here, Peggy and Ronald Lippitt investi-

older elementary and junior high school stu-

dents tutors for younger elementary grade children.
The Lippitts found that, in situations where fourth grade pupils
with reading problems were tutored by sixth grade pupils who were also
having reading difficulties, not only did the fourth graders progress
significantly but the sixth graders also learned from the experience to
79
the extent that their progress was even greater.
A study conducted by Porter in Columbus, Ohio, had as one of its
purposes to improve reading achievement and engender interest in reading
in middle grade students from the inner city.

For this purpose high

68Kathleen McWhorter and Jean Levy, "The Influence of a Tutorial
Program Upon Tutors," Journtl of liadinct 14 (January 1971): 221-24.

p. 224.
70Peggy Lippitt, "Children Can Teach Other Children,"
Instructor 78 (May 3:469): 41.

Dm
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school juniors were employed to serve as readers for middle grade elementary school children.
Tests in reading achievement were administered to the tutors before
and after their classroom visitations.

Gains in both comprehension and

vocabulary were demonstrated by fifteen of the twenty-one readers
(tutors)

71

Anderson, in like manner, instituted an Innovative high school
language arts program in Spokane, Washington, in 1970.

High school

achievers as well as underachievers and students regarded as discipline
problems served as tutors for culturally deprived elementary school
students.

Results from pre- and post-tests of all participants in the

project showed significant gains in the basic skills.72
The effects of a tutor-tutee relationship on the reading achievement and achievement motivation of black male children were investigated
by Liette.

Both the tutors and tutees were randomly selected from lower

socio-economic areas.
achievement.

All subjects were pre- and post-tested on reading

The results of the achievement testing demonstrated signi-

ficantly greater gains for both the tutors and the tutees than for their
73
control groups.
Successful tutorial experiences are not limited to those under the
direction of persons in their teens and older.

Some utilizing youngsters

71Porter, pp. 336-40.
72Anderson, pp. 1119-1121, 1127.
73Eileen E. Liette, TuOrigq0 ItPlect.t.ssrl Readirig,AcWyeunt,
St
Bureau of Research,
ading Washington, D. C.
Underachievers in
ERIC Document Reproduction Service, ED 039 320, 1971), P. 1.
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below their teen years as tutors, too, have proved to be significantly
rewarding.
One such project using younger tutors was that of Moon and Wilson
(1968) in Brooklyn.

The tutor subjects were an entire fifth grade class

heterogeneously composed of bright, average, and slow learners.

It also

included students who had been retained and a number who had formerly
been labeled as discipline problems.

The tutees were selected first

graders suffering from problems in adjusting to school.
The tutors made extraordinary gains.

The fifth grade class experi-

enced an average gain in reading scores of one year nine months over the
previous year.

Those children formerly described as discipline problems

demonstrated marked improvement in classroom behavior.

Moon and Wilson

described this fifth grade class as a more cohesive unit as a result of
this cooperative endeavor.74
Studies Supportive of Tutoring as an Aid
to improvement in Attitudes
Educators have long agreed that, in order for a student to be productive in the school environment, he has to be able to perceive some
worth in his awn being.

If he is constantly bombarded with failure,

degradation, and humiliation, all of which are concomitants of chronic
academic underachievement, his self-esteem may be severely diminished.
Extended deprivation of success in the classroom may lead to all of the
student's attitudes in general becoming maladapted.
According to Mager, the types of conditions, consequences, and
models presented to the student influence the attitudes he may have or
.111111•0

74Moon and Wilson, OD. 364-66.
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develop toward learning.

It is, therefore, imperative that attempts

be made to develop healthier attitudes toward self, others, and school,
in general, on the part of unsuccessful students before any type of academic success can be expected.

Said modification of unhealthy attitudes,

as well as academic success, has been the basic goal of tutorial programs
in recent years.
Theien, referring to the success of a tutoring relationship in
strengthening the ego and self-esteem of tutors, stated:
Adults who have watched tutoring are impressed with the serious behavior of even generally irrepressible tutors, and with the sense of
adequacy and inner strength that develop in these students when
their tutoring is successful. Clearly, tutoring builds on strengths
children have rather than continually exacerbating their weaknesses.
In a sense, the tutoring experience is a validation of a child as a
member of a family--and this is a deep and fundamental belongingness."'
Gross, in a study involving high school students tutoring elementary
school children in Cleveland, Ohio, found that the greatest reward from
the program came in the form of enthusiasm generated by the tutor to the
student.

He pointed out that:

"It has been a rare experience for the

intern who has come back to school with a new outlook on education.

Not

only has the elementary youngster been motivated to work harder, but so
school."77
has his 'teacher intern,' and this has helped our
Success has been experienced in utilizing older elementary students
as tutors with "youngers", as was evidenced in a study by Robertson with
fifth grade students heloing first graders.

The results indicated that

75Robert F. Mager, Developing Attitude Toward Learning (California:
Fearon Publishers, 1968), on. 39-65.
76Herbert A. Thelan, "Tutoring by Students," Education Digest 35
(February 1970): 19-20.
77Gross, p. 21.
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tutors developed significantly different and more possitive selfconcepts 78
Likewise, the investigations by Majors in New York with bright,
service-oriented sixth graders tutoring first graders generated some
profound conclusions about modification of tutor attitudes.

Pre-test

and post-test results from the SAM (School Apperception Method) test indicated more positive attitudes toward authority, teaching, and learning
on the part of the tutors at the close of the experiment.79
Exposure to tutoring can bring about changes in attitude, surprisingly enough, even to achieving youngsters.

Norris and Wantland related

just such an incident with an extremely intelligent sixth grade boy acting as a tutor.

The child was seen by his peers as a "snob" and was

uncooperative with his teachers.

His self-centered attitude gave way

to a more generous attitude toward others and their feelings after work80
ing with a younger student on reading problems.
In reflecting upon the significant outcome of their peer leader
treatment study, Engle, Davis, and Mazer (1962) advanced two possible
reasons.

They suggested that:

The peer leader may have had an effect eqpivalent to that of a personal tutor and/or may have induced the underachiever to accept the
ultimate value of a satisfactory scholastic record. The indicated

78Douglas J. Robertson, The Effects of Ah Intergrade Tutorkng
_ap_LiztnEcsja (Washington, D. C.: Government Pringing Office, ERIC Document Reproduction Service, ED 059 769, 1971), p. 1.
7
9Hughie Lee Majors, "Working Together Works," Childhood Education
48 (October 1971): 28.
80Norris and Wantland, p. 16.
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changes in attitude toward authority figures on the part of the underachiever as evidenc0 in fewer disciplinary referrals supports
the latter contention.'
It would seem that if peer leader treatment could produce significant gains in teachers' grades earned by underachievers, then surely
gains of at least equal magnitude could be produced by a cross-age
tutoring approach.
During the summer of 1967, the public schools of Newark and Philadelphia instituted a program utilizing fourteen- and fifteen-year-olds
tutoring disadvantaged elementary school children.

Both tutors and

tutees were underachieving, considered as classroom adjustment problems,
and categorized as disadvantaged.
Statistically, both tutors and tutees made significant progress
over the summer.

But what proved even more worthy of recognition was

the ingenuity the young tutors demonstrated in concocting learning tools
and games for their children.

A major outcome of the program was the

confidence and pride acquired by the tutors as they developed an understanding of the hard work of learning.82
Response by the tutors to their tutoring experience was described
in the report.

It stated:

What they enjoyed most, an overwhelming majority stated, was not the
field trips or the money they earned, but discovering "the fun of
helping others," of helping younger children to learn. And the most
81

Kenneth B. Engle, Donald A. Davis, and Gilbert B. Mazer, "Interpersonal Effects on Underachievers," Journal of Eduq.ational Research 61
(January 1968): 210.
82"Who Teaches Best?
(February 1969): 10-15.

Teachers or Kids?" ligaurujrais42.1.1. 3
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important thing they learned, the tutors said, was an understanding
and ability to get along with other people--adults, tutees, each
other.83
A previously cited study by Anderson in a Spokane, Washington
high school involved underachievers and discipline problems along with
some adequate achievers serving as tutors with culturally deprived first
and second grade students.

From casual observations, some students

apnarently experienced changes of attitude in that they were found to
have grown in their understanding of the problems confronting teachers
in educating undermotivated and culturally deprived children.

Another

positive contribution to the attitudes of tutors was found in the fact
that some potential dropouts finished high schoo1.84
Moreover, Hassinger and Via, from an aforementioned tutorial program, observed some noteworthy modification of poor attitudes.

At the

beginning of the program, the underachieving high school tutors came to
class wearing beards, hair curlers, and dressed extremely informally.
They were instructed in no manner concerning their appearance.

Yet,

within a short time shaving became the style, most girls chose to wear
hose, and one group of five male tutors began wearing white shirts and
ties.

Hassinger and Via reported this evidence of change in tutor

attitude as noticeable after the second week of the program.
Further, Hassinger and Via found results from a tutorial relationship in favor of the tutees.

They stated: "Perhaps more important

than the measured reading growth was the positive attitude observed in

83Ibid., 3. 15
84Anderson, ap. 1119-1121, 1127.
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the tutees, not only toward reading but in relation to their own selfesteem as well.”85
Pfeil established a program in Baltimore with institutionalized
junior high school students working as tutors with institutionalized
youngers.

This project was initiated as a result of disciplinary prob-

lems which occurred during the previous summer.

Due to the fact that

standardized test results were being analyzed at the time of her report,
Pfeil was unable to cite any statistical data.

However, like some of

the previously cited programs, she reported commendable personal observations of extraordinary changes from Ji›reotive behavior and attitudes
on the part of the tutor.

Many tutors were able to successfully

develop a feeling of worth in their young charges.86
The results of Geiser's project also supported the postulate concerning modification of tutor attitudes.

- ghth graders with the most

serious behavior and learning problems tutored in subject areas with
which they were experiencing the most difficulty, which were generally
math or reading.
One obvious advantage of the tutorial Program was demonstrated
when the tutors began to positively identify with the role of the
teacher.

When the tutors taught, they conducted themselves in a digni-

fied manner.

Another result of the identification with the teacher was

greater empathy for the teacher in dealing with students who suffer from
learning deficiencies.

Finally, the teachers and tutors began enjoying

more positive attitudes toward each other.
85Hassinger and Via, p. 44.
86Mary P. Pfeil, "Everybody's Somebody," AmericakEduKWrn 5
(December 1969): 21-24.
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Further, 'Ieiser stated:

"Probably the most noticeable benefit

from the tutorial program was the tremendous boost it gave to the selfesteem of the tutors.

Children who had been labelled as slow, trouble-

makers, disturbed, and hostile to teachers suddenly encountered something that made them question their poor self-images."87
Much can be learned about changes in student attitudes from verbal
reflections of the students themselves.

This is the case as Geiser

quoted an overheard conversation by one boy.

The child stated: "I

can't be so dumb if they think I'm smart enough to be a teacher."88
In an innovation with high school students serving as volunteer
tutors for elementary underachievers in the Oneida (New York) Consolidated School District, Bell, Garlock, and Colella made some important
conclusions from a questionnaire administered to teachers of the tutees.
The teacher indicated that the tutees showed considerable academic imorovement as well as more positive attitudes toward school and their
studies.

But the investigators further found that the most obvious and

greatest imoact of the study was on the tutors.

Participation of the

tutors in the experiment seemed to reinforce in them qualities of selfreliance and self-confidence.39
Finally, a previously cited study involving eight disruptive
adolescents as tutors with eight disruptive elementary school students
further attests to the potential of a tutoring relationship in modifying
attitudes.

Lane, Pollack, and Sher used an evaluation of the adolescents'

87Geiser, o. 19.
88Ibid.
89Bel1 et al., pp. 242, 244.
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behavior on a pre- and post-test basis by the guidance counselors and
teachers.

The results showed a decrease in disruptive behavior in all

eight tutors.

Four of the eight demonstrated outstanding modification

of maladaotive behavior on the post-evaluation.
Reports from the guidance counselors and teachers listed such
behavioral changes as the following: ". . . greater motivation to achieve
in class; less hostility toward authority figures; exhibition of more
mature and goal-oriented behavior; fewer antisocial acts in school."90
The tutors's self-evaluations suggested that they had profited from
the program in ways in addition to achievement.

They had more self-

confidence, were less angry, and more responsible.

They had developed

meaningful relationships with their younger children and requested to
continue working with their youngsters outside of school after the study
ended.

Several indicated an interest in becoming teachers.91
Studies Supportive of Further Investigation

In spite of the volumes of educational research, Zech, Horner, and
Kaufman suggest that many questions still call for further research.
They ask whether tutoring alone or individualized instruction alone could
increase learning.

They point out that, if so, educators are confronted

with the obligation of giving individual instruction within the framework of the public school classroom, which, to the present, has existed
to a greater degree as a theory than as a practice.
Zech, Horner, and Kaufman have posed two questions as they stated:
"Is tutoring the necessary approach?
9°Lane et al., no. 351-54.
91Ibid.

Or is it possible to use other
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approaches in the classroom?

These are important issues for educational

research.e92
In calling for further research Majors stated:

"I believe that

3

93
similar program would be well worth trying with other groups."
Likewise, McWhorter and Levy in referring to the significant
results of their tutorial program stated:

"If this result can be sub-

stantiated by more closely controlled research, it may lead to a practical approach to reading improvement."94
Hill and Tolman also encouraged further investigation of tutoring
as a possible solution to the underachievement problems plaguing education today.

They stated:

One of the most pressing research needs of education is a series of
well-controlled studies of tutorial programs, especially in comparison with much more expensive and elaborate remedial programs. The
result may threaten a few irofessional egos but encourage an inex.
pensive alternative

.:;ummqrv
This review of the literature has emphasized the potential of
youth serving as tutors for their fellow youth as a means of improving
attitudes as well as achievement on the part of both tutors and tutees.
The literature has been searched particularly for historical perspectives and findings on tutorial investigations during the past ten
years.

The search of the literature during the past ten years focused

92Lillian Zech, Vivian Horner, and Judith Kaufman, "Tutoring in a
Slum School," ElemehArv School Journ4; 70 (October 1969): 27.
93Majors, p. 28.
94McWhorter and Levy

p. 224.

95H1l1 and Tolman, pp. 22-23.
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upon:

(a) studies supportive of tutoring as an aid to achievement,

(b) studies supportive of tutoring as an aid to improvement in attitudes,
and (c) studies supportive of further investigation.

CHAPTER III

THE DESIGN OF THE STUDY

Introduction
The purposes of this chapter are to:

(a) restate the purpose of

the study, (b) list the hypotheses, (c) explain the methods of obtaining
the population, (d) describe the evaluative instruments and their administration, and (e) outline tne statistical techniques used in testing
the hypotheses.

Restatement of the Purpose
The purpose of this study was to investigate the relative effectiveness of changing attitudes and achievement of eighth, eleventh, and
twelfth graders who served as tutors, while students in grades three
through eight served as tutees in a youth-tutoring-youth program.
following attitudinal traits and achievement were examined:

The

(a) attitude

toward school, (b) attitude toward teachers, (c) attitude toward working
with others, (d) study habits, and (e) reading achievement.

Hypot,pses
This study was designed to test the following twelve hypotheses in
an attempt to assess whether, in actuality, the tutors themselves made
significantly greater gains in specific attitudes and reading achievement
than did their tutees.
43
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1.

Based on the student self-evaluations, the tutors will demonstrate significantly greater improvement than will the pupils
in the control group in the following attitudinal areas:

2.

(a)

Attitude toward school

(b)

Attitude toward teachers

(c)

Attitude toward working with others

(d)

Study habits

Based on the teacher evaluations of students, the tutors will
demonstrate significantly greater improvement than will the
pupils in the control group in the following attitudinal areas:

3.

(a)

Attitude toward school

(b)

Attitude toward teachers

(c)

Attitude toward working with others

(d)

Study habits

The tutors will demonstrate significantly greater progress in
reading than will students in the control group.

4.

Based on the student self-evaluations, the tutors will demonstrate significantly greater imorovement than will the tutees
in the following attitudinal areas:

5.

(a)

Attitude toward school

(b)

Attitude toward teachers

(c)

Attitude toward working with others

(d)

Study habits

Based on the teacher evaluetionb of stuaents, the tutors will
demonstrate significantly greater improvement than will the
tutees in the following attitudinal areas:
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(a)

Attitude toward school

(b)

Attitude toward teachers

(c)

Attitude toward working with others

(d) Study habits
6.

The tutors will demonstrate significantly greater progress in
reading than will the tutees.

7.

Based on the student self-evaluations, the tutors who are underachieving at the outset of the program will demonstrate significantly greater improvement than will the tutors achieving on or
above grade level at the outset in the following attitudinal
areas:
(a)

Attitude toward school

(b)

Attitude toward teachers

(c)

Attitude toward working with others

(d) Study habits
8.

Based on the teacher evaluations of students, the tutors who
are underachieving at the outset of the program will demonstrate
significantly greater improvement than will the tutors achieving
on or above grade level at the outset in the following attitudinal areas:

9.

(a)

Attitude toward school

(b)

Attitude toward teachers

(o)

Attitude toward working with others

(d)

Study habits

The tutors who are underachieving at the outset of the program
will demonstrate significantly greater progress in reading than

•
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will the tutors who are achieving on or above grade level at
the outset.
10.

Based on the student self-evaluations, the tutees will demonstrate significant improvement in the following attitudinal
areas:
(a)

Attitude toward school

(b)

Attitude toward teachers

(c)

Attitude toward working with others

(d) Study habits
11.

Based on the teacher evaluations of students, the tutees will
demonstrate significant improvement in the following attitudinal areas:

12.

(a)

Attitude toward school

(b)

Attitude toward teachers

(c)

Attitude toward working with others

(d)

Study habits

Thc tutees will demonstrate significant progress in reading.

cjon and Definition of the SawLe
Definition of the Sample
The sample of this study consisted of three types of students in
the Owensboro, Kentucky school system: (a) those serving as tutors,
(b) those serving in the tutor control group, and (c) those participating
as tutees.

The thirty-four eighth, eleventh, and twelfth grade students

in the tutor group were chosen in matched pairs.

Seventeen of the tutor

group received the regular high school curriculum during the school day,
then they were salaried to work after school as tutors in two middle
schools and two elementary schools.

The remaining seventeen students in
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the tutor group se
rved as a control
group receiving only
the existing
high school curric
ulum. All thirty-f
our of the tutor gr
oup demonstrated
average el above-av
erage intelligence
when the program wa
s initiated.
When the program be
gan, eight of the
salaried tutors were
already working
on or above grade
level in reading an
d demonstrating whol
esome attitudes
toward school and
school-related task
s. The remaining ni
ne tutors were
reading below grad
e level and demons
trating marginal at
titudes in the
previously designat
ed areas.

The tutee group
consisted of sixtyone students in gr
ades three
through eight. Al
l tutees were expe
riencing some type
of academic
difficulty.

Selection of the Sa
mple
The selection of
the tutor subjects
was based upon leve
l of achievement, as well as
principal, teacner,
and counselor judgme
nts regarding
student attitudes.
One additional requ
isite for being sele
cted to serve
as a tutor was that
of living within
the area of the ce
nter. The tutors
and control group we
re selected in ma
tched pairs, being
matched with
regard to: (1) gr
ade level, (2) ac
hievement, and (3)
attitude.
Some tutee partic
ipants in the prog
ram were selected on
the following bases:
(1)

Recommendations by
teachers and counse
lors
(2) Parental reques
ts
(3)

Students volunteere
d themselves

Some of the guidel
ines followed in
selecting tutees we
re:
(1) OveIall oerf
ormance--working be
low grade level
(2) Reading below
grade level and/or
expectancy
(3) Home situatio
n not suitable for
study activity
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Even though a student was recommended as being in need of this
service, participation was still both his and his parents' option.
Instruments
Evaluation of the project focused upon two areas of concern, change
in attitude and reading achievement.

Improvement of both tutors and

tutees was evaluated with emphasis being placed upon the tutor.

Due to

the inconsistency in tutee participation, only those tutees who were in
attendance for a minimum of six sessions were utilized for evaluative
purposes.
Six evaluative instruments were administered, but only three were
analyzed statistically.

They were: (1) Student Self-Evaluation of Stu-

dy Habits and Attitudes, (2) Teacher Evaluation of Student Study Habits
and Attitudes, and (3) Wide Roce Aqhievement Test (vocabulary section).
The Student Self-Evaluation (see Appendix A) and the Teacher Evaluation of Students (see Appendix B) were locally constructed Likert-type
attitude scales.

Both were instruments assessing attitude toward school,

attitude toward teachers, attitude toward working with others, and study
habits.
(1)

Internal validity was insured in the following manners:

Items appraising each of the previously noted attitudes were dis-

guised through rewording and repeated throughout the checklist. (2) The
questions were phrased

GO

that positive and negative responses were not

consistently identified with specific ends of the five-point scale.
Both checklists were adapted from three existing survey instruments:
(1) Attitude Toward School

Grades K--1Z from instructional Objectives

Exchange; (2) Survey of Stucly Habits an

Attitudes, Form 14 by Brown and

Holtzman from the Psychological Corporation; and ()lit.Lickat_afastim.
Response Inventorv--G*.acle 71 from Kentucky Educational Needs Assessment.
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The following three sub-sections describe the construction and
use of the three instruments.

Student Self-Evaluation of Study
Habits and Attitudes
The Student Self-Evaluation had four scales structured within the
twenty-item questionnaire.

The scales were the Attitude Toward Teacher

Scale, the Attitude Toward School Scale, the Attitude Toward Working
With Others Scale, and the Study Habits Scale.

Tables 3:01, 3:02, 3:03,

and 3:04 list the specific items as they are keyed to each of the four
scales.

TABLE 3:)1
STUDENT SELF-EVALUATION SURVEY ITEMS
KEED TO ATTITUDE TOWARD TEACHERS
Vi•••••••••••••••

1.

I think that teachers understand the needs and interests of students.

2.

My dislike for certain teachers causes me to sometimes not do my
school work.

3.

My teachers make their classes interesting to me.

8.

I think that teachers like to show who's boss too much.

9.

Wen I am having trouble with my school work, I feel free to talk
it over with my teachers.

D.

I think teachers are too narrow-minded and set in their ways.

16.

I think teachers try to give the same amount of attention and help
to all their students.
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TABLE 3:02
STUDENT SELF-EVALUATION SURVEY ITEMS KEYED
TO ATTITUDE TOWARD SCHOOL

5.

I get discouraged in school.

6.

Even though I don't like a subject, I still work hard to make a
good grade.

7.

Even though an assignment is dull and uninteresting, I stick to
until it is finished.

t

12.

Unless I really like a subject, I believe In doing just enough to
get a passing grade.

14.

I feel comfortable in my classes.

17.

I believe that having a good time and getting one's full share of
fun out of life is more important than studying and school.

18.

I think that it might be best for me to drop out of school and get
a job as soon as I can.

TABLE 3:03
STUDENT SELF-EVALUATION SURVEY ITEMS KEYED
TO ATTITUDE TOWARD WORKING WITH OTHERS

20.

A person learns a lot from working with someone else on school
problems.
.01.101••••••••••.••••11.1.•
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TABLE 3:04
STUDENT SELF-EVALUATION SURVEY
ITEMS KEYED TO STUDY HABITS

4.

My teachers say my written work is poorly planned and
hurriedly
written.

11.

I correct mistakes on the papers my teachers have graded
and returned to me.

13.

It takes a long time for me to get warmed up to the job
of
studying.

15.

It is hard for me to pick out the important points of
a reading
assignment—points that I find later on tests.

18.

After reading several pages of an assignment, I can not
remember
what I have just read.

Items 1, 3, 6, 7, 9, 11, 14, 16, and 20 were designed so
that when
a student checked AA (Almost Always), that response was
scored as five
points.

VO (Very Often) was scored as four points. 0 (Often) was
scored

as three points.

S (Sometimes) was scored as two points.

Never) was scored as one point.

AN (Almost

The higher the total on any set of items,

the more positive was that attitude.

Items 2, 4, 5, 8, 10, 12, 13, 15,

17, 18, and 19 were designed so that when a student checked
AN (Almost
Never), that response was scored as five points.

S (Sometimes) was

scored as four points. 0 (Often) was scored as three points
.
Often) was scored as two points.
point.

VO (Very

AA (Almost Always) was scored as one

The higher the total on any set of items as listed in Tables
3:01,

3:02, 3203, and 3:04, the more positive was that attitude.

For Tables

3:01 and 3:02, there was a theoretical range of from seven
to thirtyfive points.

Table 3:03 had a range of from one to five points.

range for Table 304 was from five to twenty-five points
.

The
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Teacher Evaluation of Student Study
Habits and Attitudes
The Teacher Evaluation also had four scales structured within the
questionnaire.

These were the Attitude Toward Teachers Scale, the

Attitude Toward School Scale, the Study Habits Scale, and the Attitude
Toward Working With Others Scale.

Tables 4:01, 4:02, 4:03, and 4:04

list the specific items as they are keyed to each of the four scales.

TABLE 4:01
TEACHER EVALUATION SURVEY ITEMS KEYED
TO ATTITUDE TOWARD TEACHERS

5.
10.

The student resents teacher authority.
He demands undue attention from me as a teacher.

TABLE 4:02
TEACHER EVALUATION SURVEY ITEMS KEYED
TO ATTITUDE TOWARD SCHOOL

3.

The student seems to work hard only in subjects he likes.

8.

The student does poor work—often only enough to get a passing grade.

11.

The students exhibits a wholesome attitude toward school in general.
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TABLE 4:03
TEACHER EVALUATION SURVEY ITEMS
KEYED TO STUDY HABITS

1.

The student's written work is poorly planned and hurriedly written.

2.

The student does not complete assignments.

4.

Daydreaming distracts his attention from studying.

6.

The student asks for help when he is having trouble with school work.

7..

He corrects errors on papers that have been graded and returned to
him.

9.

It is difficult for him to get warmed up to the job of studying.

TABLE 4:04
TEACHER EVALUATION SURVEY ITEMS KEYED TO
ATTITUDE TOWARD WORKING WITH OTHERS

12.

The student typically works with and gets along well with other
students In the classroom.

Items 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 8, 9, and 10 were designed so that when a
teacher checked R (Rarely), that response was scored as five points.
(Sometimes) was scored as four points.
three points.

F (Frequently) was scored as

G (Generally) was scored as two points.

was scored as one point.

A (Almost Always)

Items 6, 7, 11, and 12 were designed so that

when a teacher checked A (Almost Always), that response was scored as
five points.

G (Generally) was scored as four points.

was scored as three points.

F (Frequently)

S (Sometimes) was scored as two points.

R (Rarely) was scored as one point.

The higher the total on any set of

items listed in Tables 4:01, 4:12, 4:03 and 4:04, the more positive was
that attitude.

Table 4:01 had a theoretical range of from two to ten
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points.

Table 4:02 had a range of three to fifteen points.

for Table 4:03 was from six to thirty ooints.

The range

Table 4:04 had a range

of from one to five points.

Wide Range Achievement Test
The vocabulary section of the Wide Rang‘_ AchitualtalL_Illa was
utilized to measure progress in reading.

Other Instruments
The three other evaluative devices were purely for descriotive
purposes.

No statistical evaluation was attempted with these.

These

instruments were: (1) Tutor Evaluation of the Tutorial Program (see
Appendix C), (2) Teacher Evaluation of the Tutorial Program (see Appendix D), and (3) Parent Evaluation of the Tutorial Program (see Appendix

E).
Obtkiniol the Data
In order to statistically analyze changes in attitude and achievement the data was obtained on a ore- and post-test basis from: (1) the
Student Self-Evaluation or Study Habits and Attitudes, (2) the Teacher
Evaluation of Student Study Habits and Attitudes, and (3) the reading
section of the Wide Range Achipvement Test.

Descriptive evaluation was

obtained from: (1) the Tutor Evaluation of the Tutorial Program,
(2) the Teacher Evaluation of the Tutorial Program, and (3) the Parent
Evaluation of the Tutorial Program.

The master teachers from the four

centers were trained by the program coordinator to administer the evaluative instruments.

The master teachers, in turn, tested their tutors

and tutees individually.

the members of the tutor control group were

also tested individually by the program coordinator.
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Each master teacher zeceived: (1) a Tutorial Program Data Collection Checklist (see Appendix F) designed to assist him in the collection
of the data during the normal course of the program and (2) a Data Collection Checklist for the Tutorial Program Final Evaluation (see Appendix G) designed to assist him with the closing of the program in the
collection of the data for the final evaluation.

To insure accurate

returns of data, a "Tutorial Program Data Collection Checklist" was also
kept on each center by the researchist.

Treatment of the Data
The statistical procedure known as analysis of variance for correlated scores was used to statistically analyze changes in attitude and
achievement.

The computer program known as R043, a package designed at

the computer center at Western Kentucky University, was employed for the
statistical analysis of the data.

Summary
This chapter has presented discussions of the restatement of the
purpose, the hypotheses, selection and definition of the sample, instruments, obtaining the data, and treatment of the data.

The next chapter

will discuss the analysis of the data with its interpretation.

CHAPTER IV

DATA ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION

Introduction
Reported in this chapter are the results from testing the hypotheses as set forth in Chapter III.

Included are:

(I) a citation of

the statistical procedures employed; (2) a presentation of the findings
in tabular form; and (3) a verbal statement of the findings in each
table.

Statistical Method
The statistical procedure referred to as analysis of variance
for correlated scores was utilized to statistically analyze modifications
of attitude and achievement.

The computer program known as RC43, a

package designed at the computer center at Western Kentucky University,
was utilized for the statistical analysis of the data.
This study investigated the twelve hypotheses listed in Chapter

The region of rejection consists of all values of the f-statistic
that are so large that the probability of their occurrence under Ho is
egtial to or less than the .05 level for a two-tailed test.
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Ipoort and Di-cussion oJ thq Ftndings
Hypothesis IA
Based on the student self-evaluations, the improvement in attitude
toward school demonstrated by the tutors will be significantly greater
than will that demonstrated by oupils in the control group.

Hypothesis 2A
Based on the teacher evaluations of students, the improvement in
attitude toward school demonstrated by tutors will be significantly
greater than will that demonstrated by pupils in the control group.

Findings:

Tables 5 and 6

According to the student self-evaluations of attitude toward
school, the tutors had a lower post-test mean than their pre-test mean,
while the control group had a slight increase on its post-test mean.
However, the difference of mean gain scores was not statistically significant.

The research hypothesis (H1A) was not supported at the .05

level of confidence.
From the teacher evaluations of attitude toward school, both the
tutors and the control group had lower post-test means than their pretest means with the tutors demonstrating a slightly greater decrease in
scores.

However, the difference of mean gain scores was not statisti-

cally significantly.

The research hypothesis (Ii2A) was not supported at

the .05 level of confidence.
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TABLE 5
COMPARISON OF IMPROVEMENT IN ATTITUDE TOWARD
SCHOOL OF TUTORS VS. THE CONTROL GROUP
AS RATED BY THEMSELVES

Mean
PostTest

Mean
Groups

Pre"

Test

Mean
Gain

Tutors

27.8235

27.7059

-.1176*

Controls

n8.7647

29.4118

.6471

Critical ratio .184; p > .05 (.6744)
* - indicates a decrease from pre-test to post-test mean

TABLE 6
COMPARISON OF IMPROVEMENT IN ATTITUDE TOWARD
9CIDOL OF TUiORS VS. THE CONTROL GROUP
AS RATED BY TEACHERS

Groups

Mean
PreTest

Mean
PostTest

Mean
Gain

Tutors

11.8235

11.4706

-.3529*

Controls

12.4118

12.1176

-.2942*

Critical ratio .003; p ,› .05 (.9593)
* - indicates a decrease from pre-test to post-test mean
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Hypothesis 1B
Based on the student self-evaluations, the improvement in attitude
toward teachers demonstrated by the tutors will be significantly greater
than will that demonstrated by pupils in the control group.

Hypothesis 2B
Based on the teacher evaluations of students, the improvement in
attitude toward teachers demonstrated by the tutors will be significantly greater than will that demonstrated by pupils in the control
group.

Findings:

Tables 7 and 8

According to the student self-evaluations of attitude toward
teachers, the tutors showed mean gains that were greater than those
made by pupils in the control group.

However, the difference of mean

gain scores was not statistically significant.

The research hypothesis

not supported at the .05 level of confidence.
(H1B) was
From the teacher evaluations of attitude toward teachers, the
tutors' post-test mean was slightly lower than the pre-test mean while
the control group demonstrated a slight increase in the post-test mean.
However, the difference of mean gain scores was not statistically significant.

the research hypothesis (H2B) was not supported at the .)5

level of confidence.
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TABLE 7
COMPARISON OF IMPROVEMENT IN ATTITUDE TOWARD TEACHERS
OF TUTORS VS. THE CONTROL GROUP AS
RATED BY THEMSELVES
MINIONIMMIE11111•••••••

Mean
PostTest

Mean
PreTest

Groups

Mean
Gain

Tutors

24.4118

24.8823

,4705

Controls

25.2941

24.8235

-.4706*

Critical ratio .212; p > .05 (.6525)
* - indicates a decrease from pre-test to post-test mean

TABLE 8
COMPARISON OF PARRNEMENT IN ATTITUDE TOWARD TEACHERS
OF TUTORS VS. THE CONTROL GROUP AS
RATED BY TEACHERS

Mean
PostTest

Groups

Mean
PreTest

Tutors

8.9412

8.4118

-.5294*

Controls

9.5294

9.8824

.3530

Mean
Gain

Critical ratio 2.20); p > .)5 (.1443)
* - indicates a decrease from ore-test to post-test mean
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Hypothesis 1C
Based on the student self-evaluations, the improvement in attitude
toward working with others demonstrated by the tutors will be significantly greater than will that demonstrated by pupils in the control
group.

Hydothesis 2C
Based on the teacher evaluations of students, the improvement in
attitude toward working with others demonstrated by the tutors will be
significantly greater than will that demonstrated by pupils in the control group.

Findings:

Tables 9 and 10

According to the student self-evaluations of attitude toward working with others, both the tutors' and the controls' post-test means were
lower than their pre-test means.

The controls demonstrated a slightly

greater decrease in the post-test mean than did the tutors.

However,

the difference of mean gain scores was not statistically significant.
The research hypothesis (Hic) was not supported at the .05 level of confidence.
From the teacher evaluations of attitude toward working with others,
the tutors' post-test mean was lower than their pre-test mean, while the
pupils in the control group demonstrated a slight increase in their posttest mean.

This was one of the five instances of significant findings in

the present study.

However, the gains made by the control group were

significantly greater than those shown by the tutors; therefore, the
research hypothesis ('

) was not supported at the .05 level of confidence.
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TABLE 9
COMPARISON OF IMPROVEMENT IN ATTITUDE TOWARD WORKING WITH
OTHERS OF TUTORS VS. THE CONTROL
GROUP AS RATED BY THEMSELVES

Groups

Mean
PreTest

Tutors

3.8235

3.5832

-.2353*

Controls

4.0588

3.7059

-.3529*'

Mean
PostTest

Mean
Gain

Critical ratio .051; p > .15 (.8190)
* - indicates a decrease from ore-test to post-test mean

TABLE 10
COMPARISON OF IMPROVEMENT IN ATTITUDE TOWARD WORKING WITH
OTHERS OF TUTORS VS. THE CONTROL
CROUP AS RATED BY TEACHERS

Groups

Mean
PreTest

Tutors

4.4706

4.1765

-.2941*

Controls

4.0588

4.4118

.3530

Critical ratio 4.481; p

Mean
PostTest

Mean
Gain

(.')398)

* - indicates a decrease from pre-test to post-test mean
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Hypothesis 1D
Based on the student self-evaluations, the improvement in study
habits demonstrated by the tutors will be significantly greater than
will that demonstrated by pupils in the control group.

Hypothesis 2D
Based on the teacher evaluations of students, the improvement in
study habits demonstrated by the tutors will be significantly greater
than will that demonstrated by pupils in the control group.

Findings:

Tables 11 and 12

According to the student self-evaluations of study habits, the
tutors made larger gains than students in the control group.

However,

the difference of mean gain scores was not statistically significant.
The research hypothesis (Hu)) was not supported at the .05 level of
confidence.
From the teacher evaluations of study habits, the tutors posttest mean was lower than their pre-test mean, while the control group
demonstrated a slight increase on its post-test mean.

However, the

difference of mean gain scores was not statistically significant.

The

research hypothesis (Ho) was not supported at the .05 level of confidence.
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TABLE 11
COMPARISON OF IMPROVEMENT IN STUDY HABITS OF TUTORS
VS. THE CONTROL GROUP AS RA1ED
BY THEMSELVES

Mean
PreTest

Groups

Mean
PostTest

Mean
Gain

Tutors

18.8235

19.6470

.8245

Controls

19.1176

19.2358

.1182

Critical ratio .573; p > .) (.5389)

TABLE 12
COMPARISON OF IMPROVEMENT IN STUDY HABITS OF TUTORS
VS. THE CONTROL GROUP AS RATED
BY TEACHERS

Groups

Mean
PreTest

Mean
PostTest

Mean
Gain

Tutors

23.1765

21.9412

-1.2353*

Controls

22.4118

22.5294

.1176

Critical ratio .629; p >.')5 (.5607)
* - indicates a decrease from pre-test to post-test mean
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Hypothesis 3
The tutors will demonstrate significantly greater gains in reading
than will the pupils in the control group.

Findings:

Table 13

According to the Wige Ronoe Achievement Test, the tutors made
larger gains in reading than students in the control group.

However,

the difference of mean gain scores was not statistically significant.
The research hypothesis (H3) was not supported at the .05 level of confidence.
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TABLE 13
COMPARISON OF READING GAINS OF
ruroas VS. THE CONTROL GROUP

Groups

Mean
PreTest

Mean
PostTest

Mean
Gain
111100•1•1.O.I.

Tutors
Controls

10.2*

10.8*

.6*

9.2*

9.3*

.1*

Critical ratio 2.162; p > .05 (.1478)
* Scores are based on grade level
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Hypothesis 4A
Based on the student self-evaluations, the improvement in attitude
toward school demonstrated by the tutors will be significantly greater
than will that demonstrated by the tutees.
Hypothesis 5A
Based on the teacher evaluations of students, the improvement in
attitude toward school demonstrated by the tutors will be significantly
greater than will that demonstrated by the tutees.
Findings:

Tables 14 and 15

According to the student self-evaluations of attitude toward
school, the tutors had a post-test mean which was lower than their pretest mean, while the tutees showed an increase in their post-test mean
over the pre-test mean.

However, the difference of mean gain scores

was not statistically significant.

The research hypothesis (H4A) was

not supported at the .05 level of confidence.
From the teacher evaluations of attitude toward school, the tutors
had a post-test mean which was lower than their pre-test mean, while the
tutees showed an increase in their post-test mean over the pre-test mean.
However, the difference of mean gain scores was not statistically significant.

The research hypothesis (H6A) was not supported at the .05

level of confidence.
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TABLE 14
COMPARISON OF IMPROVEMENT IN ATTITUDE TOWARD SCHOOL
OF TUTORS VS. TUTEES AS RATED BY THEMSELVES

Groups

Mean
PreTest

Mean
PostTest

Mean
Gain

••••••••1•111•11.11.0.

Tutors

27.8235

27.7059

-.1176*

Tutees

25.0328

25.8197

.7869

Critical ratio .435; p > .05 (.5186)
* - indicates a decrease from pre-test to post-test

TABLE 15
COMPARISON OF IMPROVEMENT IN ATTITUDE TOWARD SCHOOL
OF TUTORS VS. TUTEES AS RATED BY TEACHERS

Groups

Mean
PreTest

Mean
PostTest

Mean
Gain

Tutors

11.8235

11.4706

-.3529*

Tutees

9.8689

10.2131

.3442

Critical ratio .659; p > .05 (.5753)
* - indicates a decrease from pre-test to post-test
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Hypothesis 4B
Based on the student self-evaluations, the improvement in attitude
toward teachers demonstrated by the tutors will be significantly greater
than will that demonstrated by the tutees.

Hypothesis 5B
Based on the teacher evaluations of students, the improvement in
attitude toward teachers demonstrated by the tutors will be significantly
greater than will that demonstrated by the tutees.

Findings:

Tables 16 and 17

From the student self-evaluations of attitude toward teachers, the
tutees demonstrated greater mean gains than did the tutors.

However,

the difference of mean gain scores was not statistically significant.
The research hypothesis (H4B) was not supported at the .05 level of
confidence.
According to the teacher evaluations of attitude toward teachers,
the tutors had a post-test mean which was lower than their pre-test
mean, while the tutees showed an increase in their post-test mean over
the pre-test mean.

However, the difference of mean gain scores was not

statistically significant.

The research hypothesis (H5B) was not sup-

ported at the .05 level of confidence.
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TABLE 16
COMPARISON OF IMPROVEMENT IN ATTITUDE TOWARD TEACHERS
OF TUTORS VS. TUTEES AS RATED BY THEMSELVES

Groups

Mean
PostTest

Mean
PreTest

Mean
Gain

Tutors

24.4118

24.8823

.4705

Tutees

24.4262

26.0000

1.5738

Critical ratio .615; p > .05 (.5585)

TABLE 17
COMPARISON OF IMPROVEMENT IN ATTITUDE TOWARD TEACHERS
OF TUTORS VS. TUTEES AS RATED BY TEACHERS
.1••••••••111.111.•••••

Mean
PostTest

Groups

Mean
PreTest

Tutors

8.9412

8.4118

-.5294*

Tutees

8.6557

8.6885

.0328

Critical ratio 1.577; p > .05 (.2105)
* - indicates a decrease from pre-test to post-test

Mean
Gain
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Hypothesis 4C
Based on the student self-evaluations, the improvement in attitude
toward working with others demonstrated by the tutors will be significantly greater than will that demonstrated by the tutees.

Hypothesis 5C
Based on the teacher evaluations of students, the improvement in
attitude toward working with others demonstrated by the tutors will be
significantly greater than will that demonstrated by the tutees.

Findings:

Tables 18 and 19

According to the student self-evaluations of attitude toward working with others, both the tutors and tutees had lower post-test means
than their pre-test means with the tutors demonstrating a greater decrease in the mean than the tutees.

However, the difference of mean

gain scores was not statistically significant.

The research hypothesis

(H4c) was not supported at the .-)5 level of confidence.
From the teacher evaluations of attitude toward working with
others, the tutors had a lower post-test mean than their pre-test mean,
while the tutees demonstrated no change in means.

However, the dif-

ference of mean gain scores was not statistically significant.

The

research hypothesis (Hbc) was not supported at the .05 level of confidence.
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TABLE 18
COMPARISON OF IMPROVEMENT IN ATTITUDE TOWARD WORKING
WITH OTHERS OF TUTORS VS. TUTEES AS
RATED BY THEMSELVES

Mean
PostTest

Groups

Mean
PreTest

Tutors

3.8235

3.5882

-.2353*

Tutees

3.5738

3.4918

-.0820*

Mean
Gain

Critical ratio .089; p > .05 (.7643)
* - indicates a decrease from pre-test to post-test

TABLE 19
COMPARISON OF IMPROVEMENT IN ATTITUDE TOWARD WORKING
WITH OTHERS OF TUTORS VS. TUTEES AS
RATED BY TEACHERS

Mean
PostTest

Groups

Mean
PreTest

Tutors

4.4706

4.1765

-.2941*

Tutees

3.6230

3.6230

.0000

••••••••••••/m1.111MM•••••••••

Critical ratio 1.047; p > .05 (.3103)
* - indicates a decrease from ore-test to post-test

Mean
Gain
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Hypothesis 41)
Based on the student self-evaluations, the improvement in study
habits demonstrated by the tutors will be significantly greater than
will that demonstrated by the tutees.

Hypothesis 50
Based on the teacher evaluations of students, the improvement in
study habits demonstrated by the tutors will be significantly greater
than will that demonstrated by the tutees.

Findings:

Tables 20 and 21

According to the student self-evaluations of study habits, the
tutors demonstrated greater mean gains than did the tutees.

However,

the difference of mean gain scores was not statistically significant.
The research hypothesis (H40) was not supported at the .05 level of
confidence.
From the teacher evaluations of study habits, the tutees demonstrated a significant gain, while the tutors had a lower post-test mean
than their pre-test mean.

This was one of the five instances of signif-

icant findings in the present study.

The difference of mean gain scores

was significant at the .11 level of confidence.

However, due to the

fact the tutees demonstrated significantly greater improvement than the
tutors, the research hypothesis (H50) was not supported at the .05
level of confidence.
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TABLE 20
COMPARISON OF IMPROVEMENT IN STUDY HABITS OF TUTORS
VS. TUTEES AS RATED BY THEMSELVES

Groups

Mean
PostTest

Mean
PreTest

Mean
Gain

Tutors

18.8235

19.6470

.8235

Tutees

15.8197

16.0656

.2459

Critical ratio .390; p > .15 (.5415)

TABLE 21
COMPARISON OF IMPROVEMENT IN STUDY HABITS OF TUTORS
"S. TUTEES AS RATED BY TEACHERS

Groups

Mean
PreTest

Mean
PostTest

Mean
Gain

Tutors

23.1765

21.9412

-1.2343*

Tutees

16.6885

19.1147

2.4262

Critical ratio 7.61); p < .)I (.0)73)
* - indicates a decrease from pre-test to post-test
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Hypothesis 6
The tutors will demonstrate signific3nay greater gains in reading
than will the tutees.
Findings:

Table 22

The tutors demonstrated slightly greater mean gains in reading
than did the tutees.

However, the difference in mean gain scores was

not statistically significant.

The research hypothesis (116) was not

supported at the .05 level of confidence.
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TABLE 22
COMPARISON OF READING GAINS
TUTORS VS. TUTEES

Groups

Mean
PreTest

Mean
PostTest

Mean
Gain

Tutors

3.7s

4.4*

.7*

Tutees

10.2*

10.8*

.6*

Critical ratio .048; p > .05 (.8219)
* Scores are based on grade level
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Hypothesis 7A
Based on the student self-evaluations, the improvement in attitude
toward school demonstrated by the tutors who are underachieving at the
outset of the program will be significantly greater than will that demonstrated by the tutors who are achieving on or above grade level at the
outset.

Hypothesis 8A
Based on the teacher evaluations of students, the improvement in
attitude toward school demonstrated by the tutors who are underachieving
at the outset of the program will be significantly greater than will
that demonstrated by the tutors who are achieving on or above grade
level at the outset.

Findings:

Tables 23 and 24

From the student self-evaluations of attitude toward school, both
the achievers and the underachievers had post-test means which were
lower than their pre-test means with the achievers demonstrating a
slightly greater decrease on post-test means than the underachievers.
However, the difference of mean gain scores was not statistically
significant.

The research hypothesis (117A) was not supported at the

.35 level of confidence.
According to the teacher evaluations of attitude toward school, the
achieving tutors had post-test means which were lower than their pre-test
means, while the underachievers had the same pre-test and post-test means.
However, the difference of mean gain scores was not statistically
significant.

The research hypothesis (HA) was not supported at the .05

level of confidence.
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TABLE 23
COMPARISON OF IMPRCIEMENT IN ATTITUDE TOWARD SCHOOL
OF ACHIEVING TUTORS VS. UNDERACHIEVING TUTORS
AS RAtED BY THEMSELVES

Mean
Pre'
Test

Groups

Mean
PostTest

Mean
Gain

Achievers

29.1250

29.00)0

-.1250*

Underachievers

26.6667

26.5555

-.1112*

Critical ratio .0; p > .05 (1.0000)
* - indicates a decrease from pre-test to post-test

TABLE 24
COMPARISON Of IMPROVEMENT IN ATTITUDE TOWARD SCHUOL
OF ACHIEVING TUTORS VS. UNDERACHIEVING TUTORS
AS RATED BY TEACHERS

Groups

Mean
PreTest

Mean
PostTest

Achievers

13.1250

12.3750

Underachievers

1D.6667

10.6667

Critical ratio .171; p > .05 (.6875)
* - indicates a decrease from ore-test to

Mean
Gain

-.7500*
.00
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Hypothesis 78
Based on the student self-evaluations, the improvement in attitude
toward teachers demonstrated by the tutors who are underachieving at the
outset of the program will be significantly greater than will that demonstrated by the tutors who are achieving on or above grade level at the
outset.

Hypot_sis 8B
Based on the teacher evaluations of students, the improvement in
attitude toward teachers demonstrated by the tutors who are underachieving
at the outset of the program will be significantly greater than will that
demonstrated by the tutors who are achieving on or above grade level at
the outset.

Findings:

Tables 25 and 26

From the student self-evaluations of attitude toward teachers, the
underachievers had an increase on the post-test means, while the achieving tutors demonstrated a decrease in post-test scores.

However, the

difference of mean gain scores was not statistically significant.

The

research hypothesis (Km) was not supported at the .05 level of confidence.
According to the teacher evaluations of attitude toward teachers,
the underachieving tutors made a small mean gain, while the achieving
tutors had post-test means which were smaller than their pre-test means.
However, the difference of mean gain scores was not statistically
significant.

The research hypothesis (H8B) was not supported at the .05

level of confidence.
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TABLE 25
COMPARISON OF IMPROVEMENT IN ATTITUDE TOWARD TEACHERS
OF ACHIEVING TUTORS VS. UNDERACHIEVING TUTORS
AS RATED BY THEMSELVES

Mean
PreTest

Groups

Mean
PostTest

Mean
Gain

Achievers

26.0000

25.5000

-.5000*

Underachievers

23.0000

24.3333

1.3333

Critical ratio .306; p > .05 (.5941)
* - indicates a decrease from pre-test to post-test

TABLE 26
COMPARISON OF IMPROVEMENT IN ATTITUDE TOWARD TEACHERS
OF ACHIEVING TUTORS VS. UNDERACHIEVING TUTORS
AS RATED BY TEACHERS
••••10•1•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Groups

Mean
PreTest

Mean
PostTest

Mean
Gain

Achievers

8.8889

7.6667

-1.2222*

Underachievers

9.0001

9.2531

.2500

Critical ratio 2.255; p > .05 (.1510)
* - indicates a decrease from pre-test to post-test
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Hypothesis 7C
Based on the student self-evaluations, the improvement in attitude
toward aorking with others demonstrated by the tutors who are underachieving at the outset of the program will be significantly greater than
will that demonstrated by the tutors who are achieving on or above grade
level at the outset.

Hypothesis 8C
Based on the teacher evaluations of students, the improvement in
attitude toward working with others demonstrated by the tutors who are
underachieving at the outset of the program will be significantly
greater than will that demonstrated by the tutors who are achieving on
ar above grade level at the outset.

Findings:

Tables 27 and 28

From the student self-evaluations of attitude toward working with
others, the underachieving tutors demonstrated mean gains, while the
achieving tutors had post-test means which were lower than their pretest means.

However, the difference of mean gain scores was not

statistically significant.

The research hypothesis (H7c) was not sup-

ported at the .05 level of confidence.
According to the teacher evaluations of attitude toward working
with others, both the underachieving tutors and the achieving tutors had
oost-test means which were smaller than their pre-test means.

The under-

achieving tutors demonstrated a greater decrease in post-test scores
than did the achievers.

However, the difference of mean gain scores was

not statistically significant.

The research hypothesis (H8c) was not

supported at the .05 level of confidence.
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TABLE 27
COMPARISON OF IMPROVEMENT IN ATTITUDE TOWARD WORKING WITH
OTHERS OF ACHIEVING TUTORS VS. UNDERACHIEVING TUTORS
AS RATED BY THEMSELVES

Groups

Mean
PreTest

Mean
PostTest

Mean
Gain

Achievers

4.5000

3.5000

-1.0000*

Underachievers

3.2229

3.6667

.4445

Critical ratio 3.659; p > .05 (.0722)
* - indicates a decrease from pre-test to post-test

TABLE 28
COMPARISON OF IMPROVEMENT IN ATTITUDE TOWARD WORKING WITH
OTHERS OF ACHIEVING TUTORS VS. UNDERACHIEVING TUTORS
AS RATED BY TEACHERS

Groups

Mean
PreTest

Mean
PostTest

Mean
Gain

Achievers

4.7500

4.5000

-.2500*

Underachievers

4.2222

3.6889

-.3333*

Critical ratio .033; p > .05 (.8532)
* - indicates a decrease from ore-test to post-test
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Hypothesis 7D
Based on the student self-evaluations, the improvement in study
habits demonstrated by the tutors who are underachieving at the outset
of the program will be significantly greater than will that demonstrated
by che tutors who are achieving on or above grade level at the outset.

Hypothesis 8D
Based on the teacher evaluations of students, the improvement in
study habits demonstrated by the tutors who are underachieving at the
outset of the program will be significantly greater than will that
demonstrated by the tutors who are achieving on or above grade level at
the outset.

Findings:

Tables 29 and 30

From the student self-evaluations of study habits, the underachieving tutors demonstrated greater mean gains than did the achieving tutors.
However, the difference of mean gain srores was not statistically
significant.

The research hypothesis (137D) was not supported at the .05

level of confidence.
According to the teacher evaluations of study habits, both the
underachieving tutors and the achieving tutors had post-test means which
were lower than their pre-test means.

The underachievers demonstrated

a greater decrease in post-test means than did the achievers.

However,

the difference of mean gain scores was not statistically significant.
The research hypothesis (H83) was not supported at the .05 level of
confidence.
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TABLE 29
COMPARISON OF IMPROVEMENT IN STUDY HABITS OF
ACHIEVING TUTORS VS. UNDERACHIEVING TUTORS
AS RATED BY THEMSELVES

Mean
PostTest

Mean
PreTest

Groups

Mean
Gain

Achievers

20.0000

20.2500

.2500

Underachievers

17.7778

19.1111

1.3333

Critical ratio .891; p > .05 (.6373)

TABLE 30
CAPARISON OF IMPROVEMENT IN STUDY HABITS OF
ACHIEVING TUTORS VS. UNDERACHIEVING TUTORS
AS RATED BY TEACHERS

Groups

Mean
PreTest

Mean
PostTest

Mean
Gain

Achievers

24.7500

24.3750

-.3750*

Underachievers

21.7778

19.7773

-2.0000*

Critical ratio .399;

p > .05 (.5431)

* - indicates a decrease from ore-test to post-test
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Hypothesis
The tutors who are underachieving at the outset of the program
will demonstrate significantly greater gains in reading than will the
tutors who are achieving on or above grade level at the outset.

Findings:

Table 31

Achieving tutors demonstrated mean gains in reading that were
greater than those made by underachieving tutors.

However, the difference

of mean gain bLores was not statistically significant.

The research hy-

pothesis (H,) was not supported at the .05 level of confidence.
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TABLE 31
CCMPARISON OF READING GAINS--ACHIEVING
TUTORS VS. UNDERACHIEVING TUTORS

Groups

Mean
PreTest

Mean
PostTest

Mean
Gain

Achievers

13.2*

14.0*

.8*

7.5*

8.0*

.5*

Underachievers
01•111•••41,

Critical ratio .228; p .*,› .05 (.6440)
* Scores are based on grade level
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Hypothesis 10A
Based on the student self-evaluations, the tutees will demonstrate
significant improvement in attitude toward school.

Hypothesis 11A
Based on the teacher evaluations of students, the tutees will
demonstrate significant improvement in attitude toward school.

Findings:

Tables 32 and 33

From the student self-evaluations of attitude toward school, the
tutees demonstrated a mean gain.
statistically significant.

However, the mean gain was not

The research hypothesis (HI,A) was not sup-

ported at the .05 level of confidence.
According to the teacher evaluations of attitude toward school,
the tutees demonstrated a mean gain.
statistically significant.

However, the mean gain was not

was not sup-1
The research hypothesis (1-11A)

ported at the .05 level of confidence.
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TABLE 32
IMPROVEMENT IN TUTEES' ATTITUDE TOWARD SCHOOL
AS RATED BY THEMSELVES

Mean
PostTest

Mean
PreTest

Group

Tutees

25.0328

25.8197

Mean
Gain

.7869

Critical ratio 1.632; p > .05 (.2037)

TABLE 33
IMPROVEMENT IN TUTEES' ATTITUDE TOWARD SCHOOL
AS RATED BY TEACHERS

Mean
PreTest

Group

Tutees

9.8689

Mean
Postrest

10.2131

Critical ratio .815; p > .)5 (.6266)

Mean
Gain

.3442

39
Hypothesis 10B
Based on the student self-evaluations, the tutees will demonstrate
significant improvement in attitude toward teachers.

Hypothesis 11B
Based on the teacher evaluations of students, the tutees will
demonstrate significant improvement in attitude toward teachers.

Findings:

Tables 34 and 35

From the student self-ev
tutees demonstrated a mean gain.

uations of attitude toward teachers, the
This was one of the five instances of

significant findings in the present study.

The research hypothesis (H108)

was supported at the .05 level and at the .01 level of confidence.
According to the teacher evaluations of attitude toward teachers,
the tutees had a mean gain.
significant.

However, the mean gain was not statistically

The research hypothesis (H11B) was not supported at the .05

level of confidence.
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TABLE 34
IMPRCVEMENT IN TUTEES' ATTITUDE TOWARD TEACHERS
AS RATED BY THEMSELVES

fan
PostTest

Mean
PreTest

Group

Tutees

24.4262

26.0000

Critical ratio 6.992; p < .05; n

Mean
Gain

1.5738

< .01 (.0101)

TABLE 35
IMPROVEMENT IN TUTEES' ATTITUDE TOWARD TEACHERS
AS RATED BY TEACHERS

Mean
PreTest

Group

Tutees

8.6557

Mean
PostTest

8.6885

Critical ratio .028; p > .95 (.8610)

Mean
Gain

.0328
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Hypothesis 10C
Based on the student self-evaluations, the tutees will demonstrate
significant improvement in attitude toward working with others.

Hypothesis 11C
Based on the teacher evaluations of students, the tutees will demonstrate significant improvement in attitude toward working with others.

Findings:

Tables 36 and 37

From the student self-evaluation:, of attitude toward working with
others, the tutees demonstrated a post-test mean which was lower than
their pre-test mean.
cally significant.

However, the difference in means was not statistiThe research hypothesis (11/0 ) was not supported at

the .05 level of confidence.
According to the teacher evaluations of attitude toward working
with others, the tutees demonstrated no gain.

The research hypothesis

(H11C) was not supported at the .05 level of confidence.
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TABLE 36
IMPROVEMENT IN TUTEES' ATTITUDE TOWARD WORKING
WITH OTHERS AS RATED BY THEMSELVES

Mean
PostTest

Mean
PreTest

Group

Tutees

3.5738

3.4918

Mean
Gain

-.0820*

Critical ratio .113; p > .35 (.7400)
* - indicates a decrease from pre-test to post-test

TABLE 37
IMPROVEMENT IN TUTEES' ATTITUDE TOWARD WORKING
WITH OTHERS AS RATED BY TEACHERS

Group

Mean
PreTest

Tutees

3.6230

Mean
PostTest

3.6230

•••••••••••••••••0

- .0; p > .35 (1.0000)
Critical ratio )

Mean
Gain

D.)100
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Hypothesis 10D
Based on the student self-evaluations, the tutees will demonstrate
significant improvement in study habits.

Hypothesis 111
Based on the teacher evaluations of students, the tutees will
demonstrate significant improvement in study habits.

7indinos:

Tables 38 and 39

According to the student self-evaluations of study habits, the
tutees demonstrated a small mean gain.
was not statistically significant.

However, the difference of means

The research hypothesis (FIDE
)was

not supported at the .15 level of confidence.
prom the teacher evaluations of study habits, the tutees demonstrated a significant mean gain.

This was one of the five instances of

significant findings in the present study.
was significant at the .01 level.

The difference of the means

The research hypothesis (H110) was

supported at the .)1 level of confidence.
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TABLE 38
IMPROVEMENT IN TUTEES' STUDY HABITS AS
RATED BY THEMSELVES

Mean
PostTest

Mean
PreTest

Group

Tutees

16.0656

15.8197

Mean
Gain

.2459

Critical ratio .285; p > .05 (.6021)

TABLE 39
IMPROVEMENT IN TUTEES' STUDY HABITS AS
RATED BY TEACHERS

Mean
PostTest

Mean
PreTest

Group

Tutees

19.1147

16.6885

Critical ratio 15.972;

p

< .01 (.0004)

Mean
Gain

2.4262
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Hypothesis 12
The tutees will demonstrate significant gains in reading.
Findings:

Table 40

The tutees demonstrated significant mean gains in reading.

This

was one of the five instances of significant findings in the present
study.

The difference of the means was significant at the .01 level.

The research hypothesis (H12) was supported at the .01 level of confidence.
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TABLE 40
TUTEES' READING GAINS

Group

Mean
PreTest

Mean
PostTest

Mean
Gain

Tutees

3.7*

4.4*

.7*

Critical ratio 36.593; p

< .01 (.0001)

* Scores are based on grade level
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Summary
This chapter, Data Analysis and Interpretation, consisted of the
findings in tabular form and a verbal statement of the findings in each
table.

The statistical procedure employed was again cited,

in the

next chapter the summary of conclusions, recommendations, and implications will be discussed.

CHAPTER V

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, IMPLICATIONS
AND RECOMMENDATIONS
y
Included in this chapter are an iverview of the study, a summar
a
of the procedures utilized in the collection and analysis of data,
summary of results, and subsequent recommendations.
PmFoose of the Study
This study attempted to determine the effectiveness af pupil
tutors.

to
More specifically, the present investigation was conducted

achievement
ascertain the effects upon specific attitudes and reading
eighth,
resulting from utilizing both achieving and underachieving
elementary and
eleventh, and twelfth grade tutors with underachieving
in an
middle school students in grades three through eight as tutees
after-school tutoring program.

The students were tutored in any academic

to reading.
area in which they showed a deficiency with emphasis given
gains from
The consequences of the program were determined by comparing
as teacher
Pre-tests to post-tests on student self-evaluations as well
g achievement of
evaluations in the specified attitudinal areas and readin
elementary and middle school students who were tutored.

The effects of

g and
the program were determined in the same manner for low-achievin
as
achieving eighth, eleventh, and twelfth grade students who served
tutors and their control groun,
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The review of the literature, presented in Chapter II, provided
support of the rationale undergirding the study.
organized under the following headings:

The literature was

(1) historical perspectives and

(2) research literature of the past ten years related to studies in
tutoring, divided into four general segments:

an overview, studies sup-

portive of tutoring as an aid to achievement, studies supportive of
tutoring as an aid to improvement in attitudes, and studies supportive
of further investigation.

The Reseirch Desigq
This experimental design involved pre-testing and post-testing of
both the experimental and the control groups.
The research hypotheses to be tested stated that there would be
significant differences in the mean gain scores in specific attitudinal
and achievement areas between the following: (1) the tutors and their
corresponding control group, (2) the tutors and the tutees, and (3) the
low-achieving tutors and the tutors achieving on or above grade level.
A fourth hypothesis stated that there would be a significant difference
in the pre-test and post-test scores of tutees in specific attitudinal
and achievement areas.
The evaluative devices selected for use for both the pre-tests and
post-tests were the following:

(1) the Student Self-Evaluation and the

Teacher Evaluation of Students, both of which were loeally constructed
Likert-type attitude scales, and (2) the vocabulary section of the ?iide
Range Achievement Test.
The test of significance was to be analysiF of variance for coreelated scores.

The value of "f," or "critical ratio," was the .05 level of
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confidence.

on the usual acaSince the tutoring was not super-imposed

test of significance was
demic program for all pupils, a two-tailed
deemed appropriate.
Summuei of Results
I and were statisThirty-six hypotheses were stated in Chapter
tically treated in Chapter IV.

Thirty-three of these hypotheses were

rejected/ three were accepted.

Within the thirty-three rejections,

significant gains in attitude
there were four cases of somewhat nearly
and achievement as hypothesized.

However, the mean gains were not

istically significant and,
large enough for them to be considered stat
cted.
therefore, the research hypothesis was reje
Hypotheses Rejected
1A.

imvrovement in
Based on the student self-evaluations, the

tutors will be significantly
attitude toward school demonstrated by the
ls in the control grouo.
greater than will that demonstrated by puoi
1B.

improvement in
Based on the student self-evaluations, the

tutors will be significantly
attitude toward teachers demonstrated by the
ls in the control group.
greater than will that demonstrated by pupi
1C.

improvement in
Based on the student self-evaluations, the

ated by the tutors will be
attitude toward working with others demonstr
nstrated by pupils in the
significantly greater than win that demo
control group.
1D.

improvement In
Based on the student self-evaluations, the

be significantly greater
study habits demonstrated by the tutors will
the control group.
than will that demonstrated by pupils in
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Based on the teacher evaluations of students, the improvement

2A.

in attityde toward school demonstrated by tutors will be significantly
greater than will that demonstrated by pupils in the control group.
Based on the teacher evaluations of students, the improvement

2B.

in attitude toward teachers demonstrated by the tutors will be significantly greater than will that demonstrated by pupils in the control
group.
Based on the teacher evaluations of students, the improvement

2C.

in attitude toward working with others demonstrated by the tutors will be
significantly greater than will that demonstrated by pupils in the control group.
20.

Based on the teacher evaluations of students, the improvement

in study habits demonstrated by the tutors will be significantly greater
than will that demonstrated by oupils in the control group.
3.

The tutors will demonstrate significantly greater gains in

reading than will the pupils in the control group.
4A.

Based on the student self-evaluations, the improvement in

attitude toward school demonstrated by the tutors will be significantly
greater than will that demonstrated by the tutees.
4B.

Based on the student self-evaluations, the improvement in

attitude toward teachers demonstrated by the tutors will be significantly greater than will that demonstrated by the tutees.
4C.

Based on the student self-evaluations, the improvement in

attitude toward working with others demonstrated by the tutors will be
significantly greater than will that demonstrated by the tutees.
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Based on the student self-evaluations, the improvement in

4D.

study habits demonstrated by the tutors will be significantly greater
than will that demonstrated by the tutees.
Based on the teacher evaluations of students, the improvement

5A.

in attitude toward school demonstrated by the tutors will be significantly greater than will that demonstrated by the tutees.
Based on the teacher evaluations of students, the improvement

5B.

in attitude toward teachers demonstrated by the tutors will be significantly greater than will that demonstrated by the tutees.
Based on the teacher evaluations of students, the improvement

5C.

in attitude toward working with others demonstrated by the tutors will
be significantly greater than will that demonstrated by the tutees.
Based on the teacher evaluations of students, the improvement

5D.

in study habits demonstrated by the tutors will be significantly greater
than will that demonstrated by the tutees.
6.

The tutors will demonstrate significantly greater gains in

reading than will the tutees.
Based on the student self-evaluations, the improvement in

7A.

attitude toward school demonstrated by the tutors who are underachieving
at the outset of the program will be significantly greater than will that
demonstrated by the tutors who are achieving on or above grade level at
the outset.
7B.

Based on the student self-evaluations, the improvement in

attitude toward teachers demonstrated by the tutors who are underachieving at the outset of the program will be significantly greater than will
that demonstrated by the tutors who are achieving on or above grade
level at the outset.
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70.

Based on the student self-evaluations, the improvement in

attitude toward working with others demonstrated by the tutors who are
underachieving at the outset of the program will be significantly
greater than will that demonstrated by the tutors who are achieving on
or above grade level at the outset.
7D.

Based on the student self-evaluations, the improvement in

study habits demonstrated by the tutors who are underachieving at the
outset of the program will be significantly greater than will that demonstrated by the tutors who are achieving on or above grade level at the
outset.
8A.

Based on the teacher evaluations of students, the improvement

in attitude toward school demonstrated by the tutors who are underachieving at the outset of the program will be significantly greater
than will that demonstrated by the tutors who are achieving on or above
grade level at the outset.
88.

Based on the teacher evaluations of students, the improvement

In attitude toward teachers demonstrated by the tutors who are underachieving at the outset of the program will be significantly greater
than will that demonstrated by tutors who are achieving on or above
grade level at the outset.
8C.

Based on the teacher evaluations of students, the improvement

In attitude toward working with others demonstrated by the tutors who are
underachieving at the outset of the program will be significantly greater
than will that demonstrated by the tutors who are achieving on or above
grade level at the outset.
8D.

Based on the teacher evaluations of students, the improvement

in study habits demonstrated by the tutors who are underachieving at the
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outset of the prog
ram will be signif
icantly greater than
will that
demonstrated by th
e tutors who are ac
hieving on or abov
e grade level at
the outset.
9.

The tutors who are
underachieving at
the outset of the pr
ogram
will demonstrate
significantly grea
ter gains in readin
g than will the
tutors who are ac
hieving on or abov
e grade level at th
e outset.
10A. Based on the
student self-evalu
ations, the tJtees
will
demonstrate signif
icant improvement
in attitude toward
school.
10C. Based on the
student self-evalu
ations, the tutees
will
demonstrate signif
icant improvement
in attitude toward
working with
ethers.
19D.

Based on the stud
ent self-evaluations
, the tutees will
demonstrate signfi
cant improvement in
study habits.
11A. Based on the
teacher evaluation
s of students, the
tutees
will demonstrate si
gnificant improvem
ent in attitude towa
rd school.
11B. Based on the
teacher evaluation
s of students, the
tutees
will demonstrate
significant improv
ement in attitude to
ward teachers.
L.:. Based on the
teacher evaluation
s of students, the
tutees
will demonstrate
significant improv
ement in attitude to
ward working
with others.

Hypotheses Not Reje
cted
DR.

Based on the studen
t self -evaluations,
the tutees will
demonstrate signif
icant improvement
in attitude toward
teachers.
11D. Based on th
e teacher evaluati
ons of students, th
e tutees
will demonstrate
significant improv
ement in study habi
ts.
12. The tutees
will demonstrate si
gnificant gains in
reading.
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Implications and Recommendataos
The findings of this study indicate that certain implications for
education can be drawn.

This study has implications, however, beyond

the findings accruing from the data.

Consequently, this section con-

tains implications based upon the data as well as informal inventories
and the researcher's own experience.
Implications for the Tutorial Program's Effect
upon Absenteeism from School
Information on school attendance was amassed for the tutors, their
controls, and the tutees.

The information was obtained for the school

year prior to the one during which the tutorial program was instituted
as well as the school year during which the program was in operation.
Although the findings in the area of school attendance for the
tutees, the tutors, and the pupils in the tutor control group may not
have been statistically significant, there was a difference in improvement in school attendance.

Three of the pupils in the tutor control

group demonstrated improvement in school attendance in the year 1972-73
as compared with that of the 1971-72 school year, while six of the
tutors had improved attendance during the same year.

Seventeen of the

fifty-seven tutees on whom accurate attendance records could be obtained
showed an increase in school attendance in the year 1972-73 as compared
with that of the year prior to the tutorial program.
As was previously stated, the data on improved attendance is
empirical evidence and has not been statistically analyzed.

However,

based upon this evidence, the possibility of utilization of a tutorial
program as a deterrent to excessive school absenteeism seems worthy of
consideration.
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Implications for a Tutorial Program's Effect upon
Tendencies toward propping Out of School
The only information on dropout tendencies was secured through
incorporating such an item into the Student Self-Evaluation.

The ques-

tion was as follows: "I think it might be best for me to drop out of
school and get a job as soon as I can."

This item also served in the

evaluation of a student's attitude, in general, toward school.
Based on a five-point scale, the higher the mean the more positive
was that attitude.

In this case, higher means signified less tendency

toward dropping out of school.

The tutors had a pre-test mean of 4.88

and a post-test mean of 4.71, while their controls demonstrated a
greater decrease in means with a pre-test mean of 4.38 and a post-test
mean of 3.65.

The tutees had a pre-test mean of 4.38 and a post-test

mean of 4.30.

These findings imply that both tutors and tutored experi-

enced only minimal increase in the tendency toward drooping out of
school when compared with that of the tutor control group.
However, two other factors might certainly have an effect upon the
deteriorating attitude.

From the researcher's personal observation,

the work and enthusiasm of one center on the part of both the master
teacher and the tutors seemed to gradually deteriorate as time went on.
Another deterrent to attitudes may have lain in the fact that the majority of the post-testing was conducted late in the school year.

It is

generally an accepted opinion that students tire of school by the close
of a year.

If so, the seeming increase in tendency toward dropping out,

as found in the evaluation of this program, may not be ample basis for a
judgment of the worthiness of pupil tutoring as a possible alternative
to the problem of underachievement.
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Implic_Lions for Tutoring as an Aid
to Planning for the Future
The information on serving as a tutor as it affected plans for the
future was obtained from Item 4 of the Tutor Evaluation of the Tutorial
Program (see Appendix C).

The question was as follows: "Has it [the

tutorial program] in any way helped you to shape your plans for the
future?

If yes, please explain how."

oiled positively.

Ten of the seventeen tutors re-

One must bear in mind the fact that four of the tutors

were students in the eighth grade.

These students, in all probability,

are yet too immature to give a great deal of thought to the future.
No explanations for negative answers were given, but three typical
explanations for positive responses were as follows:
I am now planning to attend college. Wasn't going to at the
first of the year, but the tutoring program has heloed me to decide
to maybe become a social worker.
I was only thinking about majoring in elementary education at
college, but now I'm almost positive I will.
At first I was thinking about being a teacher, then I realized
how hard teaching really is. But it has made me more seriousminded about my future.
Information on the effect of tutoring upon tutors' plans for the
future was also collected from Item 2 of the Parent Evaluation of the
Tutorial Program (see Appendix E).

The question was as follows:

"Has

it [the tutorial Program] in any way helped to shape his/her [the child's]
nlans for the future?

If yes, please explain how."

Of the thirteen

parents who responded to this question, seven answered positively.
Again, the reader is reminded of the fact that four of the tutors were
eighth graders.

Consequently, these youngsters might be considered too

young to give much thought to the future.
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In response to the second segment of the question asked of parents
,
which dealt with what effect upon future plans the program had, followi
ng
are three ty-Acal )ositive replies:
May go into a teaching career.
Plans to attend college.
My daughter, . . . , had no definite plans for her future. Since
this nrogram she has her sights set on college and being a teacher
.
In conclusion, Par.ed upon the Tutor and Parent Evaluations of
the
Tutor Program, it appears to be a safe assumption that serving
as a
tutor often assists youth in planning for the future.
Implications for Tutoring as it Assists Tutors
in Accepting Responsibility
Empirical data on improved ability to accept and carry out respons
ibility was collected from both the Tutor and Parent Evaluations of
the
Tutor Program (see Appendixes C and O.

Both contained an item which

allowed the tutor/parent to check any or all of six ways in which tutoring had changed the youngster's attitude or behavior.
The one item checked most frequently was that having to do with
better ability to accept and carry out responsibility.

In fact, all

parents, with the exception of one, checked this item.

Further, all

tutors cited this as an area of improvement.

Consequently, the researchist

must conclude that tutoring surely assists tutors in accepting respons
ibility.

Implications for Further Research
Previously discussed were four areas of concern which were evaluat
ed
empirically.

All four types of rationale seem to be inherent benefits

which are due careful consideration in a tutorial program.
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In weighing the possibilities for replicating this study, thoee
most directly involved with the tutoring program were consulted.

Tutors,

earents, and teachers were surveyed to ascertain the desire for another
tutoring program.

Item 4 of the Tutor Evaluation of the Tutor Program

(see Appendix C) was used to collect the data from tutors.

Of the

seventeen tutors, twelve responded positively with a desire to participate.
The same type of question was found in Item 3 of the Teacher Evaluation of the Tutorial Program (see Appendix 0).

Of the twenty-four

teachers questioned, twenty-two replied positively.
This same information was received from parents of both tutors and
tutees also in item 3 of the Parent Evaluation of the Tutorial Program
(see Appendix E).

Of the sixty-five parents who responded to this item,

all had positive replies.
One other form of feedback was found in an Item analyzing the
extent, if any, of behavior change which took :dace in both tutors and
tutees.

Tutors and parents of both tutors and tutees were asked to

check any of six types of improved behavior found in themselves or their
child.

This information was drawn from Item 2 of the Tutor Evaluation

of the Tutorial Program (see Appendix C) and Item 1 of the Parent evaluation of the Tutorial Program (see Appendix E).
One type of behavior change, that of accepting responsibility, has
previously been discussed.

With the exception of the item, "Improved

grades," the remaining items as evaluated by teachers and tutors and
tutees themselves were analyzed statistically; therefore, these will
not be discussed at this point.

Table 41 presents the results from

the fifty-four parents of both tutors and tutees who responded as they
recognized change in each of the five remaining attitudes omitting that

no
of accepting responsibility.

Despite the fact that the results in

Table 41 are comprised of empirical data, parental response to behavior
change in their children would seem to constitute one more bit of
justification for replication of a tutorial program.

TABLE 41
BEHAVIOR MODIFICATIONS PERCEIVED BY PARENTS

Parental
Response

Behavior

Improved grades

41

improved study habits

44

Improved attitude toward other
students

32

Improved attitude toward school
in general

32

Tmoroved attitude toward teachers

32

In additiou to these six bases for tutoring, this experiment has
shown that tutoring provided significant gains in the following areas:
(I) tutee study habits as evaluated by teachers, (2) tutee attitude
toward teachers as evaluated by the tutees, and (3) tutee reading.

If

replication of the study is attempted, the following modifications
should be considered:
1.

More thorough training in respect to the concept of tutoring

for master teachers and tutors.
2.

Closer supervision of master teachers by a coordinator and of

tutors by master teachers.

ill
3.

Emphasizing the training given to master teachers and tutors

with more varied materials in the area of reading.
4.

Increasing the amount of tutoring each week.

5.

Incorporating the tutoring program into the regular school day

instead of adding it to the end of the day.
6.

Devising an attitude survey which is then proven statistically

valid through field testing.
7.

Utilizing an achievement test which evaluates other areas of

reading achievement, such as comprehension, as well as other areas of
academic achievement.
Replication with these changes is more likely to produce significant
results, or at least setth che question of significance, with regard to
effects on the tutors as well as the tutored.
It would also be desirable to investigate results in different
centers in an attempt to discover any unique characteristics which seem
to -)roduce particular successes.

There are innumerable possible areas

for study that should shed light on tutoring as a general method of
teaching and learning.
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Student Self-Evaluation of .Audy Habits and Attitudes
Name

Age

Sex (circle one)

Girl

Boy
Grade

School (where a student)
Date

This is a survey to find out how you feel about school and about
your study hablts. This will not be shown to your teachers so please
answer according zo hm
1111 right n21.
You will circle your answers in the column beside the question.
There are twe) ty questions to be answered. Decide how you feel about
each stetement and mark your answer. Choose one of the five possible
answers: Almost never, sometjmes, often, very often, almos.t alwavs.
Following is an explanation of the letters used for answers to the
statements: AN--almost never, S--sometimes, 0--often, VO--very often,
AA--almost always.
Remember, you are asked to rate yourself not as you think you
should do or feel, or as you think others might do or feel, but as yau
yourself are in the habit of doing and feeling.
There are no "right" or "wrong" answers to these statements, and
there is no time limit for finishing the survey.
I think that teachers understand the needs
and interests of students.

AN

S

0

VO

AA

My dislike for certain teachers causes me
to sometimes not do my school work.

AN

S

0

VO

AA

My teachers make their classes interesting
to me.

AN

S

0

VO

AA

My teachers say my written work is poorly
planned and hurriedly written.

AN

S

0

VO

AA

5.

1 get discouraged in school.

AN

S

0

VO

AA

6.

Even though I don't like a subject, I still
work hard to make a good grade.

AN

S

0

VO

AA

Even though an assignment is dull and
uninteresting, I stick to it until it
is finished.

AN

S

0

VO

AA

1: think that teachers like to show who's
boss too much.

AN

S

0

VO

AA

1.

o.

3.

4.

7.

8.
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When I am having trouble with my school
work, i feel free to talk it over with
my teachers.

AN

S

0

VO

AA

I think teachers are too narrow-minded
and set in their ways.

AN

S

0

VO

AA

I correct mistakes on the papers my
teachers have graded and returned to me.

AN

S

0

VO

AA

Unless I really like a subject, I believe
in doing just enough to get a passing grade.

AN

S

0

VO

AA

It takes a long time for me to get warmed
up to the job of studying.

AN

S

0

V,.)

AA

14.

I feel comfortable in my classes.

AN

S

0

VJ

Al

15.

It is hard for me to pick out the important points of a reading assignment--points
that I find later on tests.

AN

S

0

VO

AA

I think teachers try to give the same
amount of attention and help to all
their students.

AN

S

0

VO

AA

I believe that having a good time and
getting one's full share of fun out of
life is more important than studying
and school.

AN

S

0

VO

AA

After reading several -)ages of an assignment, I can not remember what I have just
read.

AN

S

0

VO

AA

I think that it might be best for me to
drop out of school and get a job as soon
as I can.

AN

S

0

VO

AA

A person learns a lot from working with
someone else on school problems.

AN

S

0

VO

AA

9.

13.

11.

12.

13.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.
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Owensboro Public Schools kfter-School Tutoring Program
Teacher Evaluation of Student Study Habits and Attitude
Name of Teacher-evaluator
Name of Student

Date

The purpose of this evaluation is to determine the present study
habits and attitude toward school in general of the student listed above
as you see him at the present time.
You will circle the appropriate letter in the column opposite the
identifyiag statement. Choose one of the five possible answers: x41:11a,
sometimes freguentlY generally or lmost always.
Following is an explanation of the terms used for answers to the
statements: R--rarely, S--sometimes, F--frequently, G--gen^rally,
A--almost always.
l.

The student's written work is poorly planned
and hurriedly written.

RSFGA

2.

The student does not complete assignments.

RSFGA

3.

Student seems to work hard only in subjects
he likes.

RSFGA

4.

Daydreaming distracts his attention from
studying.

RSFGA

5.

Student resents teacher authority.

RSFGA

6.

Student asks for help when he is having
trouble with school work.

RSFGA

7.

He corrects errors on papers that have been
graded and returned to him.

RSFGA

3.

Student does poor work--often only enough
to get a passing grade.

RSFGA

9.

It is difficult for him to get warmed up
to the job of studying.

RSFGA

He demands undue attention from me as a
teacher.

RSFGA

The student exhibits a wholesome attitude
toward school in general.

RSFGA

Student typically works with and gets along
well with other students in the classroom

RSFGA

10.

11.

12.
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Owensboro Public Schools After-School Tutoring Program

Tutor Evaluation of Tutorial Program
Please do not sign this. Just complete it and check your name off
the check list when you return it.
Please check one:

3.

2.

41.1101.1111M101.1.•

I am a girl.

•114111••••••1111•1•11

I am a boy.

Have you enjoyed working in the tutor program this year?

a.

What about it have you enjoyed?

b.

What about it have you not enjoyed?

If it has, check any or all of the ways in which working in the
tutor program has influenced or changed your attitude and
behavior this year.
Improved grades.
Improved study habits.
Improved attitude toward other students (your friends or
younger students).
Improved attitude toward school in general.
Improved attitude toward teachers.
Better able to accept and carry out responsibility.

3.

Has it in any way helped you to shape your plans for the future?
Yes

4.

If you were asked to, would you like to work in the tutor program
again next year?
Yes

5,

If yes, please explain how.

No

No

.1•0111111101.111.1=0/111

Please list any suggestions for improving the program if it continues next year.

APPENDIX D
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Owensboro Public Schoojs After-School .."11=10.2...eaRLAM
Teacher Evaluation of Tutorial Program
We would appreciate your help in evaluating the tutorial program
in our school this year. It will not be necefsary to sign this. Please
just complete it, return it to my mailbox, and check your name off the
list posted on the bulletin board in the teacher's lounge.
1.

Did the tutorial program benefit the stuuent(s) from your classroom
who participated?
Yes

2.

No

Do you think the tutorial program, in general, was worthwhile?
Yes

No

If yes, what about it seemed beneficial?

If no, how did it not seem to meet needs?

3.

Would you like to see the program continue next year?
Yes

4.

No

Do you feel that these funds could be better utilized in some other
manner?
Yes

No

If yes, please explain how.

5.

Please list any suggestions for improving the program if it should
continue next year.

APPENDIX E
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April 30, 1973

Dear Parent,
It has been a pleasure working with your child
in our tutor
program this year. We hope it was a good exper
ience for him/her,
too.
From the enclosed form we would like to find
out how you
feel about the work of the program with your
child.
Would you ?lease complete it and have your
child return it
to me within the next three days?
Sincerely,

(Master reacher Signature)
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,Nieniboro

Schgolj itter-School Tutorina Proaram

Parent Evaluation of Tutorial Program
Please check one:
T am the parent of a tutor.
I am the parent of a student being tutored.
Please check one:
•••••••.•••••••••••

My child in the tutor program is a boy.

•••••••••••••••••=11

My child in the tutor program is a girl.

1.

Has the tutor program in any way changed the behavior or attitude
of your child this year?
Yes

No

If yes, check any or all of the ways in which it has changed his/her
attitude or behavior.
Improved grades.
Improved study habits.
••••••••••••M...

Improved attitude toward other students (either his/her friends
or younger ones).
Improved attitude toward school in general.
Improved attitude toward teachers.
Better able to accept and carry out responsibility.

2.

Has it in any way helped to shape his/her plans for the future?
Yes

3.

No

Could the money spent for this program be better spent for something
else in our schell next year?
Yes

5.

If yes, please explain how.

Do you believe that this program should continue next year?
Yes

4.

No

No

If yes, please explain.

Please list any suggestions for imrovin(7 the program next year.
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Enrollment
Date
ogram
Withdraviae:
Date
Mays
Absent
A ttendance
_
Days
.1.' 71-72
Tardy
......
Days
Absent
A tendance
Days
1 72-73
Tardy
A
Parent
E valuation
PreTest
RAT
PostTest
Preudent
If
aluation
Test
Pre1 acher
Test
E aluation
Postc Student
i Test

m
a
m

Z

(I)
c+
C
0.
M
0
rt-
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Data Collection Ch
ecklist--Tutorial Pr
ogram
Final Evaluation
.1113.11.••1111•1=••

4.1.=••=11•011.1.

Data-Return Chart
completed
All tutor post-WRA
Ts
All tutor post self
-evaluations

••••••••=11•0•111IM

411•1111=11•1•1111011•10

•lOPTIIIIIMW

1.•••••

01•111•1111•1•011•MMO

••••=•1•••••••

All tutor evaluation
s of the program
All tutor parent ev
aluations
All teacher evalua
tions
Master teacher ev
aluation including
recommendations fo
r improving
the program if it
continues next year
Master teacher's da
ily log or anecdota
l ..
- cord

After you have comp
leted all work on
this checklist, pl
ease sign below
and return the chec
klist along with al
l items herein requ
ested to Mr.
Hanberry.

Master teacher's
signature
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